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ABSTRACT 

For the past several decades, Taiwan has experienced one of the most notable records of 

economic development. Its evolution from an impoverished agricultural society into a flourishing 

industrial country characterized by rapid and sustained growth brought about a strong middle class 

and equitable distribution of income has been noteworthy. On the other hand, the Philippines has 

steadily been making progress in becoming an economic force in Asia in the past years. This paper 

will look into how Taiwan pursued and underwent capacity building initiatives as highlighted in 

the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction in comparison to the Philippines’ Development 

Plan 2011-2016 which is currently used as an economic blueprint for the country. Funded by 

foreign aid from the United States, JCRR was established to focus on rural reconstruction of post-

war Taiwan. In the process of rehabilitating the agricultural sector, it has also indirectly facilitated 

the development of its human resources and poured substantial capital on research and innovation 

which enabled it to transform from an agricultural to an industrial country. Interviews of subject-

matter experts directly involved in the institutions driving these initiatives have also been 

conducted to further understand the initiatives. With the recently concluded Presidential elections 

in the Philippines, the country is facing a new leadership with its own set of priorities to tackle. 

With this opportunity, it is the intention of this paper to be able to learn specific initiatives and 

policies that have proven to be vital factors in the development of Taiwan for possible application 

to the Philippines.  

Keywords: Capacity Building, Development, Philippines, Taiwan,  
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摘要 

 

過去幾十年，台灣的經濟發展為最著名的紀錄之一。而值得注意的是，台灣從貧困的農業

社會進步到富足的工業國家間快速且持續的成長造就了龐大的中產階級與公平的所得分

配。另一方面，近幾年來，菲律賓穩定地成長為亞洲的一經濟力量。本文旨在探討台灣如

何追求和實行「中國農村復興聯合委員會（農復會）」所強調的能力建構，並將之與目前

為菲律賓經濟藍圖的《2011-2016 年發展計畫（Development Plan 2011-2016）》相比較。

在美國外援下，為了戰後台灣農村的重建而成立農復會。在復甦農業的同時，農復會亦間

接地促進人力資源的發展與大量資本在研究與創新方面的投入，使得台灣得以從農業國家

轉型為工業國家。為更加了解這些計畫，本文訪談台灣與菲律賓相關組織中直接參與計畫

的領域專家。在總統大選結果出爐後，菲律賓面臨新領導人上任後可能改變的施政優先順

序；藉此機會，本文企盼能夠向已知為發展台灣重要因素的特定計畫與政策學習，以供未

來可能應用於菲律賓的參考。 

 

關鍵詞：能力建構、發展、菲律賓、台灣 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

 This chapter provides an overview of the study by looking at the background of the research 

and the variables to be considered. It goes on to enumerate the research objectives and research 

questions to frame the flow of the study as well as the significance of the study in the development 

field. This chapter likewise provides a delimitation of the research. 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

Asia has seen an impressive record of economic growth in the past 40 years. Though it is 

most evident in Japan, the expansion is likewise seen in the East Asian Newly Industrialized 

Countries (NICs): Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan (Doner, 1991), also known as 

the Four Asian Tiger Economies. In recent years, four members of the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN) are also following this trend focusing on export-driven initiatives. 

For the past several decades, Taiwan has experienced one of the most notable records of 

economic development. Its evolution from an impoverished agricultural society into a flourishing 

industrial country characterized by rapid and sustained growth brought about a strong middle class 

and equitable distribution of income has been noteworthy. Many scholars call it the “Taiwan 

Miracle” (Chan and Clark, 1992; Clark 1989; Galenson, 1979; Gold 1986; Haggard, 1990; Ho, 

1978’ Myers, 1984; Ranis, 1992 and 2011; Wade, 1990; Winckler and Greenhalgh, 1988). For this 

reason, Taiwan becomes a very interesting model for developing countries seeking to formulate 

similar strategies in order to achieve the same level of economic development. 

Approximately 750 miles south of Taiwan is the Philippine archipelago (Figure 1.1). In the 

past couple of years, the country has been experiencing growth like that of China and India. In 

2014, the country’s GDP grew by 6.1% and could potentially hit 9% in 2015 (Sembhy, 2015). It 

is likewise included in the Tiger Cub Economies, a term coined to refer to Indonesia, Malaysia, 
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Philippines and Thailand who are following the same export-driven model of economic 

development used by Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan, also known as the Four 

Asian Tigers. With Taiwan as one of the success stories emerging from the Asian Tigers, the study 

looks at how it can become a model for a tiger cub economy like the Philippines.  

 

Figure 1.1. Map of Taiwan and the Philippines. 

Economic growth is the main indicator for the beginnings of economic development 

measured by the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP). It serves as the measure for the average 

income of a country which is equivalent to the market value of all final goods and services 

produced within the country within a given period of time (Mankiw, 2015). Spengler (1960) 

describes economic growth by stating the opposite: economic backwardness. This is characterized 

by various circumstances unfavorable to economic growth such as the society being tradition-

bound, stable and disposed to preserve stability. Family is usually extended, meaning that aside 

from the nuclear unit composed of parents and children, other family members such as 
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grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins. Land is communally owned and operated. Educational 

attainment, as well as literacy is low. 

While Taiwan has visibly reached this growth, the Philippines is still in the process of 

attaining the same level of progress and the country, its citizens and even the world remain 

optimistic. Proof of this is the PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC, 2015) report entitled: “The World 

in 2050: Will the shift in global economic power continue?” which analyzes high-level trends that 

are expected to shape the global economic landscape in the coming decades. The report describes 

a dramatic shift in global economic power away from the advanced economies in North America 

and Western Europe toward Asia and a cluster of faster-growing emerging economies. The 

forecast projects a slightly more than 3% per year growth from 2014 to 2050, which can double in 

size by 2037 and may triple by 2050. Figure 1.2 below illustrates a summary of the global ranking 

of world economies in terms of annual average real growth per capita. 

 

(Source: PwC, 2015) 

 

Figure 1.2 Breakdown of components of average real GDP growth (2014-2015)  
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(Source: PwC, 2015) 

Figure 1.3 GDP at PPP rankings  

Figure 1.3 clearly establishes experts’ optimistic forecasts on the economic growth and 

performance of the Philippines. Coupled with this forecast, the Philippines needs to actively pursue 

concrete measures in ensuring that its economic goals is backed up with feasible and sustainable 
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programs that will  implement these strategies to achieve the country’s goals. In another study 

conducted by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) on a recent review of the operations and 

challenges in Southeast Asia has declared that the Philippines “is expected to reach upper middle-

income level in the next four years backed by significant improvements in its public sector 

management operations and social welfare programs” (The Manila Times, 2016). This supports 

PwC’s forecast on the progress of the Southeast Asian country.  

Table 1.1 Annual Average Growth Rate of Real Per Capita GDP: 1950-2010 (in percent) 

(Tiger Economies) 

 

 1951-60 1961-70 1971-80 1981-90 1991-00 2001-10 

Hong Kong 9.2 7.1 6.8 5.4 3.0 3.2 

Singapore 5.4 7.4 7.1 5.0 4.7 2.0 

South Korea 5.1 5.8 5.4 7.7 5.2 3.5 

Taiwan 7.6 9.6 9.3 8.2 5.5 2.7 
Sources: Asian Development Bank (ADB); National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB) 

To compare, Table 1. 1 illustrates the annual average growth rate of real per capita GDP of 

Tiger economies from 1950-2010. Looking at Taiwan, it displays an increasing and improved GDP 

per capita covering the period of the existence of JCRR from 1948 to 1978 and the efforts pursued 

alongside it. Out of the Tiger economies, it exhibits the highest growth, albeit decreasing after the 

1980s. In the period of 1951-1960, it recorded the 2nd highest growth in Real GDP per capita after 

Hong Kong. However, from 1961-1990, it displayed the highest growth rate in real GDP per capita 

among the four economies. This indicates a vastly improved performance that can be attributed to 

the initiatives undertaken by the JCRR. With this, Taiwan can be considered as a model in 

economic development among the Tiger economies as it displays the best performance out of the 

four during this period. 
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Table 1.2 Annual Average Growth Rate of Real Per Capita GDP: 1950-2010 (in percent) 

(Tiger Cub Economies) 

 

 1951-60 1961-70 1971-80 1981-90 1991-00 2001-10 

Malaysia 3.6 3.4 5.3 3.2 4.6 2.2 

Thailand 5.7 4.8 4.3 6.3 2.4 3.1 

Indonesia 4.0 2.0 5.3 4.3 2.9 3.8 

Philippines 3.3 1.8 3.1 -0.6 0.9 2.3 
Sources: Asian Development Bank (ADB); National Statistical Coordination Board (NSCB) 

On the other hand, among the Tiger Cub economies, the Philippines clearly lags behind the 

three other countries from 1951-2010 in terms of real GDP per capita. It consistently places last in 

term of performance from 1951-2000 even it performed better than Malaysia from 2001-2010 by 

merely 0.1%. In the past couple of years, the country is striving to perform better and its efforts 

have been recognized by different international organizations and think-tanks (PwC, 2015. ADB, 

2014, 2015). With this, it is crucial for the Philippines to be able to continue this positive 

performance in order to achieve further economic growth. 

Based on these studies and forecast, this paper will focus on Taiwan and the Philippines 

since Taiwan is one of the successful Asian Tigers and the Philippines is one of the Tiger Cub 

economies aiming to attain the level of economic growth of the former. Comparison will be made 

since, at a glance, Taiwan and the Philippines share some characteristics such as having the history 

of colonization, both are democracies and have unitary form of government and such. 

Taiwan’s economic reconstruction started in the late 1940s through its agricultural sector 

which was the most affected during the Second World War.  This period saw the government 

actively promoting the agricultural and industrial as well as transportation infrastructure 

reconstruction. In the next decade, it went on to pursue import substitution measures based on 
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labor-intensive light industries resulting in a period of rapid export growth in the succeeding 

decades (ROC, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2015). 

 At the same time, the Philippines was experiencing a rapid growth it its economy. Though 

it seemed like it was poised to become a tiger economy, a rapid decline was seen in the 1980 

following the political turmoil brought about by the dictatorship of the late President Ferdinand 

Marcos and his subsequent ousting after a peaceful revolution. Since then, the Philippines has been 

trying to slowly recover and boost its economy. 

The study will look into how Taiwan pursued and underwent capacity building initiatives 

as highlighted in the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction in comparison to the Philippines’ 

Development Plan 2011-2016 which is currently used as a blueprint for the country. This paper is 

organized in five chapters. Chapter 1 provides a background on the study as well as the objectives 

and research questions to be addressed. It also highlights the significance of the study and the 

delimitations. Chapter 2 discusses the existing literature on the subject-matter being studied. 

Chapter 3 provides a general view of how the research will be conducted. Chapter 4 presents the 

data collected from books, journals and other pertinent documents as well as interviews with 

subject matter experts for both countries.  Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the findings and conclusions 

as well as recommendations on how Taiwan’s experience can be a model for the Philippines. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 The study will look into Taiwan’s historical record on its political and economic 

development as well as the Philippine one. By comparing the experience of these two countries, 

the researcher aims to satisfy the following objectives: 
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1. Identify the capacity building initiatives that contributed to the economic growth of 

Taiwan; 

2. Determine how capacity-building initiatives, specifically foreign aid and human 

resource development became instrumental in Taiwan’s economic growth. 

3. Come up with possible policy recommendations that can aid the Philippines in its 

transformation from a Tiger Cub to a Tiger economy following Taiwan’s example.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 Based on the research objectives outlined, the study aims to answer the following questions: 

1. Under what conditions was Taiwan able to reach its economic goal? 

2. What capacity building initiatives were pursued by Taiwan in order to achieve 

economic growth? 

3. What specific areas should the Philippines strengthen/improve in order to achieve the 

same growth as Taiwan? 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 In the Philippines’ initiative to further boost its growth and to attain the economic growth 

enjoyed by Taiwan, the study is significant in contributing to the literature which can help 

determine possible institutional and policy projects to obtain these goals. The study can help 

identify both weak and strong points that the Philippines currently possesses as well as provide 

suggestions on how these points can be improved. Being dubbed as one of the Four Tiger Cub 

economies, the Philippines can learn a lot from Taiwan who underwent a similar route to achieve 

its economic growth and development. In order to realize the projections indicated in the 

PricewaterhouseCooper (PwC) report, the Philippines has to take concrete steps in strengthening 

its capacity building initiatives. 
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DELIMITATIONS 

 This study is delimitated to the analysis of Taiwan’s Joint Commission on Rural 

Development and the Philippines’ Development Plan for 2011-2016. These documents highlight 

the capacity building initiatives undertaken by both countries to achieve their economic goals. In 

the case of Taiwan, the document recorded its conditions prior to achieving its Tiger economy 

status. For the Philippines, the Philippine Development Plan 2011-2016 highlights the initiatives 

undertaken by its current administration in order to elevate its position from a Tiger Cub to a Tiger 

economy. JCRR covered capacity building initiatives over a 30-year period. However, in the case 

of the Philippines, the PDP only cover six years since it is the first time that the plan was 

documented clearly as such, thus the difference of period covered for Taiwan and the Philippines. 

To further understand the initiatives for both countries, interview was conducted with several 

Philippine government agencies directly related to the formulation of the PDP such as the National 

Economic and Development Authority, Technical Education and Skills Development Authority, 

Department of Labor and Employment as well as the Development Academy of the Philippines to 

further understand how the initiatives are prioritized, implemented and monitored. The National 

Economic and Development Authority spearheads the formulation of the Philippine Development 

Plan in partnership with different government agencies, private sector, non-government 

organizations and the civil society. For Taiwan, experts directly and indirectly involved in the 

JCRR were interviewed. Additionally, due to the interchangeable nature of the capacity building 

and capacity development concepts, discussions on both will be used under one umbrella concept 

of capacity building which will be used throughout the paper. 
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CHAPTER II LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter discusses concepts, ideas and theories highlighting the relationship of the 

variables in the study. It starts by presenting theories and arguments relating to capacity building 

and economic growth. Then a brief background of both Taiwan and the Philippines is discussed 

as well as the present initiatives of the Philippines. 

CAPACITY BUILDING 

 In discussing capacity building, it is crucial to explain first what is meant by capacity. 

Capacity is defined as “the ability of individuals, institutions and societies to perform functions, 

solve problems, and set and achieve objectives in a sustainable manner.” (UNDP, 2016).  Hall 

(2008), further stresses that capacity is no longer seen in general terms but is specific to a “policy 

goal, a program or a task. It comprises of multiple dimensions that can be measured independently 

to better portray the actual capacity of an organization”.  Therefore, capacity building refers to 

the creation and shaping of individuals’, institutions’ and societies’ set of skills needed to reach 

their specific objectives.  

Capacity Building vs. Capacity Development 

In recent years, the terms capacity building and capacity development have been used 

interchangeably. Although there remains to be a contention on the use of the term as “building” 

and “development” connotes different meanings.  “Building” is said to refer to creating new 

institutions and capacities from scratch. It is implied that no institution or capacity exists, thus the 

need to build. On the other hand, “development” implies that resources are already in place and 

merely needs to improve on these existing capacities. However, this distinction is not made 

consistently in the literature. Table 2.1 below illustrates the development of the concept starting 

from what was known as institutional building in the beginning to what it is referred to today. 
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Table 2.1 The Development of the Concept of Capacity Building 

Concept Emergence 

Within the 

Development 

Discourse 

Meaning Goal Emphasis 

Institution 

building 

1950s and 1960s  Buildup of a 

basic stock of 

functional 

institutions in the 

developing 

countries as in 

the West 

European model 

Management of 

“Programmes of 

Public 

Investment” 

efficient use of 

existing funds 

Individuals 

 

Institutions 

Institutional 

Strengthening/ 

Development 

1960s and 1970s Strengthening 

and restructuring 

of existing local 

institutions 

Management of 

“Programmes of 

Public 

Investment” 

efficient use of 

existing funds 

Individual 

 

Institutions 

Human Resource 

Development 

1960s and 1980s Concentration on 

education, health 

and population 

development 

Development 

through 

competent 

citizens 

Individuals 

New 

Institutionalism 

1980s and 1990s Strengthening of 

institutions in the 

government, 

NGO and private 

sector, including 

relations to each 

other as well as 

their external 

situations. 

Sustainable 

development 

through a 

comprehensive 

approach, with 

institutions as 

starting point 

Networks of 

institution, 

including 

general 

economic, social 

and political 

conditions 

Capacity 

Building and 

later Capacity 

Development 

1990s to present General concept 

for linking the 

other 

approaches; 

support for the 

capacities of the 

individual, 

institutional and 

systemic level 

Sustainable 

development 

through a 

comprehensive 

endogenous 

approach 

Individuals, 

institutions and 

systemic context, 

including  

general 

economic, social 

and political 

conditions 

(Source: Kuhl, 2009) 
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Based on this progression of the concept, both capacity building and capacity development 

are still being used today. However, the academe and the field is slowly changing and leaning 

more towards capacity development. In reality, resources are already in place and institutions are 

more concerned on improving existing resources and capacities rather than creating it from scratch, 

thus the term can be interchangeable. In terms of what can be considered or classified as capacity, 

this can also vary based on the individual, organization and society. As Bowman and Kearney 

(1988) argues, capacity should be defined based on what the individual, organization or society 

possesses. It can be human resource factors, leadership and vision, management, strategic planning 

and operational support (Frederickson and London, 2000) or even the ability to attract resources 

(Honadle, 1981). Almost anything that the object of query possesses then can be considered 

capacity. 

For the purpose of this study, the term capacity building will be used, assuming that some 

form of resources and institutions are already in place and what is needed is to propagate it. For 

the succeeding discussions, arguments pertaining to capacity building and capacity development 

will be used under one umbrella concept. 

Discussions and Studies 

Several scholars and development institutions provide different definition for capacity 

building: The United Nations Development Program (UNDP, 2016) defines capacity building as 

“a long-term continual process of development wherein individuals, organizations and societies 

obtain, strengthen and maintain the capabilities to set and achieve their own development 

objectives over time.” This involves both private and public stakeholders; including but not limited 

to ministries, local authorities, non-governmental organizations, professionals, community 

members, academics and more.  
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Other definitions of capacity building include: 

“..the development and strengthening of human and institutional resources. It is 

acknowledged that the process needs to go beyond the public sector, as it is also influenced by 

entities in the private sector including commercial enterprises and nongovernmental 

organizations.” (WHO, 2016) 

 “The creation of an enabling environment with appropriate policy and legal frameworks, 

institutional development, including community participation, human resources development, and 

strengthening of managerial systems” (Alaerts et al., 1991). 

 All these definitions of capacity building highlights the need to develop appropriate 

institutions, policies and frameworks including human resources development, strengthening of 

managerial systems and community participation and ownership to support long-term 

development. 

The concept of capacity building conveys the idea of potential (Ife, 2010); which assumes 

that if one country has the “capacity” then it has the potential to achieve something. It is also 

assumed that it is not operating to its full potential, thus building its capacity can actually help it 

achieve more. With this, it can be assumed that all countries have potentials. What is important is 

to build up these potentials by applying appropriate capacity building exercises. It should not 

merely replace existing capacities with new knowledge and systems from developed countries. It 

should strengthen and equip existing capacities with needed resources, systems and skills in order 

to sustain its own development. 

Both UNDP and JICA (2016) have identified three levels in capacity building: individual, 

institutional/organizational and societal. These levels are interdependent and a certain level of 
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integration is needed to achieve the goals for capacity building. Figure 2.2 below illustrates these 

three levels in capacity building: 

1. Individual level – On an individual level, capacity building requires the development of 

conditions suitable for an individual to build and enhance their knowledge and skills. Part 

of this requires for the establishment of conditions that will allow individuals to engage in 

the process of learning and adapting to change. 

2.  Institutional level – On an institutional level, capacity building should strengthen 

institutions by modernizing and supporting the formulation of sound policies, 

organizational structures and effective methods of management and revenue control, not 

just merely creating new institutions. This would mean that existing institutions need to be 

evaluated in order to determine which of these areas need to be focused or strengthened. 

3.  Societal level – On a societal level, capacity building is rooted in the support for the 

establishment of an interactive electorate that actively receives feedback from its 

constituents based on their needs. This is done in order to develop leaders and institutions 

that are proactive, reactive and accountable. The enabling environment provides the 

overall scope for capacity building. 
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Figure 2.1 Levels of Capacity Building 

The three levels emphasize the need for change management and adaptability, formulation 

of sound policies and transparency and openness to feedback of institutions. There is a need to 

ensure that all elements in each level is enhanced to guarantee that each level complements each 

other in order to achieve the overall objective. The improvement of each level helps to further 

improve the other levels. In other words, enhancing the individuals’ knowledge, skills and abilities 

which enable them to efficiently and effectively perform their duties can spillover on how the 

organization or institution works as a whole. This improvement is achieved if conditions wherein 

individuals and institutions perform is conducive to exercise these enhanced capacities.  

In relation to these levels, UNDP (2016) likewise enumerates four core issues that can 

affect the abovementioned levels. First is institutional arrangements which are the systems, 

Societal

Institutional

Individual

Targets of Capacity Building 

 

Conditions or environment 

conducive to exercising the 

capacities of institutions and 

individuals. 

Strengthening organizational 

culture, systems and leadership on 

each institution. 

 

Enhancing knowledge, skills and 

abilities of the individual in order 

to perform efficiently and 

effectively according to the goals 

set. 
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policies and norms that allow for effective operation of an institution or a group. This can include 

by-laws, contract, codes of conduct and generally accepted practices and values within an 

organization. The second core issue is that of leadership. This pertains to the ability to influence, 

motivate and inspire people to achieve goals. It also includes pro-activeness and change 

management.  It is not limited to a position of power or authority but can encompass informal 

leadership that enables mobilizing people toward a certain goal. Another core issue is knowledge 

which relates to what individuals know and the skills they are capable of. Enhancing knowledge 

is traditionally done through education which can be done through training, classroom settings, 

on-the-job-training as well as other modes of acquiring information. Finally, there is the issue of 

accountability. In capacity building, accountability is critical in monitoring, learning, self-

regulating and adjusting based on the feedback of those people the institutions and individuals are 

accountable for. It allows for constant monitoring and adjustment which can help in the effective 

achievement of goals. 
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(Source: UNDP, 2016) 

Figure 2.2 Capacity Building – Core Issues 

CAPACITY BUILDING AND ECONOMIC GROWTH 

In associating capacity building to economic growth, we look into the theory of New 

Institutional Economics (NIE) due to its focus on the institutional environment and its rules as well 

as on governance and the interactions of individuals (Williamson, 2000). Talking about 

government-driven capacity building initiatives, the New Public Management (NPM) is also a 

good starting point coupled with the NIE theory. 

NPM incorporates economic ideas to ensure more efficient and effective delivery of service. 

Lynn (1998) summarizes the elements of new public management:   
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1. A stronger emphasis on performance-motivated administration and inclusion in the 

administrative canon of performance-oriented institutional arrangements, structural 

forms and managerial doctrines; 

2. An international dialogue on and a stronger comparative dimension to the study of 

state design and administrative reform; 

3. An integrated use of economic, sociological, social-psychological and other advanced 

conceptual models and heuristics in the study of public institutions and management. 

NPM’s emphasis on performance-based administration and integrated use of different 

models aims to professionalize public management and make use of these different approaches to 

enhance the government’s efficiency. 

Capacity building initiatives have become foundations for a wide variety of development 

projects all over the world. It is used in the United States President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS 

Relief (PEPFAR, 2012). McGuire, Rubin, Agranoff and Richards (1994) identified that “the 

primary responsibility for economic growth and survival has gradually shifted from the national 

government to communities and their local governments.  Development capacity of communities 

become a prime determinant of economic and thus governmental performance. Capacity has long 

been identified as an important correlate of effective governance.” In their study, the authors 

observed that small communities who have undergone strategic planning exercises have higher 

levels of development capacity compared to similar communities without prior strategic planning 

experiences. Similarly, the World Bank (2014) conducted several case studies involving 

government ministries from the Gambia, Laos, Sierra Leone and Timor-Leste. For Gambia, the 

Ministries of Finance and Economic Affair (MoFEA) and Basic and Secondary Education 

(MoBSE) have put in place several reforms in different sectors to propagate growth. MoFEA 
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curbed overall spending through strict cash budgeting while at the same time continued funding 

programs in health, agriculture and education. MoBSE implemented construction of more schools, 

trained a larger number of teachers and instructors as well as introduced innovative programs for 

hard-to0reach communities. This resulted to a greater number of people gaining access to 

education. 

In the case of Laos, despite legitimacy concerns towards the government, the Ministry of 

Public Works and Transport (MPWT) led the construction and expansion of the country’s road 

network which resulted to an improvement in the transportation and access to economic 

opportunities of the citizens. Due to this projects, the MPWT, in turn, has strengthened the 

legitimacy and support not just for the ministry but for the government as a whole. The country’s 

growth felt more inclusive to its citizens since their access to economic opportunities have 

expanded due to this. 

Capacity building can be done in a wide array of sectors. What is crucial is to be able to 

identify existing capacity and needs as well as to engage involved parties in working together to 

achieve their collective goals. 

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES OF TAIWAN AND THE PHILIPPINES 

 The determination of using Taiwan and the Philippines in this study was not done at 

random. As discussed in Chapter 1, the basis for the comparison is that Taiwan is one of the Tiger 

economies that illustrated the better performing economic development in East Asia. On the other 

hand, the Philippines is one of the Tiger Cub economies of Southeast Asia demonstrating the same 

track seen from the Tiger economies. The comparison will be done to determine how Taiwan was 

able to reach its economic development in an attempt to provide the Philippines with a model on 

how to achieve similar success. 
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 Table 2.2 highlights the basic characteristics of both Taiwan and the Philippines: 

Table 2.2 Profile of Taiwan and the Philippines 

COUNTRY TAIWAN PHILIPPINES 

Official Name Republic of China Republika ng Pilipinas / 

Republic of the Philippines 

International Short Form Taiwan Philippines 

Capital City Taipei Manila 

Government Multi-party democracy; 

Unitary semi-presidential 

constitutional republic 

Unitary presidential 

constitutional republic 

Population  23,441,708 (July 2015) 1 102,155,941 (October 2015) 2 

Language Putonghua (Mandarin 

Chinese, Official), Holo 

Taiwanese (spoken by Hakka 

minority), other indigenous 

languages (Formosan) 

Filipino and English 

Geography * Eastern Asia, islands 

southeastern of the coast of 

China 

Southeastern Asia, 

archipelago between the 

Philippine Sea and the South 

China Sea, east of Vietnam 

Religion Mixture of Buddhist, 

Confucian and Taoist (93%), 

Christian (4.5%) 

Catholic 8%, Muslim 15%, 

Christian denominations and 

Buddhist 

Ethnic Groups * Taiwanese (including Hakka) 

84%, Mainland Chinese 14%, 

aborigine 2% 

Malay, Chinese other 

indigenous groups 

Currency New Taiwan  Dollar Philippine Peso 

Area 36,188km2 (13,972 sq. mi) 300,000 km2 (115,739 sq mi) 
1 National Statistics, Republic of China (http://eng.stat.gov.tw/point.asp?index=9) 
2 Commission on Population, Republic of the Philippines (http://rpo3.popcom.gov.ph/) 

 

 At a glance, differences and similarities can already be observed. Both countries are unitary 

presidential constitutional republics and geographically located near each other which can more or 

less determine similar environmental factors and are composed of several ethnic groups. However, 

in terms of population and land area, the Philippines is more than five times as big as Taiwan. 

http://eng.stat.gov.tw/point.asp?index=9
http://rpo3.popcom.gov.ph/
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 Beyond this initial comparison, it is important to look deeper in each of the country’s 

history in order to formulate a more substantial analysis. Chapter 4 will further discuss on both 

Taiwan and the Philippines’ history and economic journey. 
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CHAPTER III RESEARCH METHOD 

 This chapter highlights the approach used in conducting the study. It begins with an 

overview of the framework which presents a general picture on how the flow of the study will be 

conducted. It then continues on by presenting the research approach and procedure. 

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

The proposed research will look into how Taiwan has achieved its status as one of the four 

Tiger Economies (along with South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore).  While the Philippines is 

tagged as one of the emerging economies in the Asia-Pacific region along with Malaysia, Thailand 

and Indonesia, it still has a long way to go before it can reach Taiwan’s growth. 

The study will focus on Taiwan’s initiatives specifically the way it has utilized foreign aid 

in order to develop the country as well how it has evolved from an aid recipient country to a donor 

country within 30 years. It is interesting to note that both the Philippines and Taiwan have been 

aid recipients since 1946, with USAID providing infrastructure, agricultural and training and 

technical assistance to name a few (USAID, 2016). 

  Following the UNDP approach to capacity building, Figure 3.1 below illustrate the process 

of capacity building for countries and institutions. First and foremost, it is essential that 

stakeholders are informed and engaged in the objectives set. This is to ensure that there is a uniform 

understanding by all the stakeholders of the problems faced as well as the tasks and goals that need 

to be undertaken. Once all parties involved have the same general understanding of the task at 

hand, an objective assessment of the capacity needs and assets should be done. This should take 

into consideration all the strengths and weaknesses possessed as well as the gaps that need to be 

addressed. Based on this assessment, the next step would be the formulation of a capacity building 

program specifically focused on the needs identified. This should consider existing and needed 
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resources, knowledge and skills to tackle the programs. After which, a careful implementation 

follows. This should be done in a systematic way to ensure that all areas are covered. Finally, as 

any good project doesn’t stop with implementation, evaluation of results as well as appropriate 

adjustments need to be done in order to ensure that the program meets the objectives specified. 

 

(Source: UNDP, 2016) 

Figure 3.1 Capacity Building Process 

 For the purpose of this study, we look at two variables, capacity building as the independent 

variable and economic growth as the dependent variable. To further clarify the use of these 

variables, the researcher will operationalize these variables as follows: 

Capacity Building: enhancement and strengthening of human resource, institutions and 

systems that contribute to the achievement of economic goals. This includes specific 
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programs such as trainings, infusion of new knowledge, building of facilities and 

equipment geared towards enabling human resources, institutions and systems to acquire 

new and strengthen existing skills in order to perform their tasks better and contribute to 

the attainment of the overall objective.  

Economic growth: increase in the country’s economy measured by an increase in GDP per 

capita. 

 Such operationalization is done in order to easily determine what values the study is 

looking at in order to answer the research objectives and research questions stated in Chapter 1. 

 Using the UNDP’s (2016) core issues on capacity building: institutional arrangements, 

leadership, knowledge and accountability, the conceptual framework on Figure 3.2 has been 

formulated. In this framework, institutional arrangements is re-labeled as institutions. This refers 

to the policies, institutions (offices or agencies) and systems in effect in the country. Knowledge 

is renamed as human resource development. This pertains to the approaches used to ensure that 

individuals within the institution or country are given the proper knowledge, skills and capabilities 

that will promote the achievement of the goals. Finally, leadership and accountability is merged as 

good governance. This is to illustrate the leaders’ accountability in making sure that the 

implementation of capacity building initiatives are properly done, monitored and evaluated. 

Together, these three form the concept of capacity building discussed in this study. In relation to 

economic growth, the study would like to determine if the presence of well-developed human 

resources, strong institutions with efficient and effective systems and good governance can lead to 

economic growth. 
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Making use of the ideas from the theories of NPM and NIE, a conceptual framework can 

be formulated as illustrated in Figure 3.2. In order to create capacity building initiatives, the proper 

institutions must be in place. This includes different agencies that tackle specific services and 

outputs in order to ensure effective delivery; strong, educated and well-equipped manpower to 

complement and implement the programs of the agencies and finally, leadership and governance 

that provides direction that can lead the manpower and institutions in order to make achieve the 

development goals of the country as a whole.  

 

Figure 3.2 Conceptual Framework 

 

RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

 This section presents the process on how the study was formulated.  The researcher 

followed the process flow as shown on Figure 3.3. The starting point for the study is the emergence 

of the so-called Tiger Cub economies and the existence of the Tiger economies. Since the Tiger 
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Cub economies are following the same track as the Tiger economies, a look into how a 

transformation from a cub to a full-grown economy is warranted. Multiple journal articles, books, 

institutions focusing on capacity building and economic growth was perused to accumulate 

competing theories and arguments about the subject-matter. Thereafter, research objectives and 

research questions were identified to determine how the possible outcome would be significant in 

the existing literature. Based on this, a research framework was likewise formulated. Theories 

supporting the hypothesis were selected to support the study being undertaken. Based on these 

documents, a set of questions were formulated to serve as interview questions for subject-matter 

experts and policy-makers. Interviews will be conducted to further understand the initiatives 

undertaken by the country in focus in order to clarify previously published articles as well as obtain 

details on future initiatives. This will also be part of the data collection. 

 After conducting the interviews, transcription, analysis and comparison to existing body of 

knowledge will be done. In the end, it is the hope of the researcher to formulate policy 

recommendations based on the interviews and historical events and strategies used.  
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Figure 3.3 Research Procedure 

Reviewing related  literature and 
determining the topic to be studied

Identifying the research objectives 
and significance of the study

Formulating the research questions

Formulating the research 
framework

Developing Interview Questions

Data Collection and Interviews

Data Analysis

Conclusion and Recommendation
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RESEARCH DATA ANALYSIS 

 The conduct of the study will be qualitative in nature, gathering and analyzing findings of 

previous researches from journals, books, news articles, official public documents and other 

relevant sources. Interviews of subject matter experts (SME) will also be conducted in order to 

support the findings from previous researches. 

 For the purpose of the study, the researcher will draft interview questions meant to be 

addressed by subject matter experts as well as personnel directly involved in the conduct of the 

subject matter. The interview questions formulated were patterned after previous interviews 

conducted. 

Criteria for Selection of Interviewees 

 The interviewees were selected based on the following criteria: 

1. They must have been in service for at least 5-10 years. 

2. They must have a direct participation in the formulation and/or implementation of a 

development plan. 

3. They belong to an institution with direct participation in the formulation and/or 

implementation of a development plan such as: 

a. Philippines 

i. Development Academy of the Philippines (DAP; 

ii. National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA); 

iii. Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE); 

iv. Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) 

b. Taiwan 

i. Agricultural Technology Research Institute (ATRI); 
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ii. Council of Agriculture; 

iii. Former Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction ministers. 

The study will base its analysis using the UNDP Model, NPM and NIE concepts. It will be 

used to see how the different capacity building elements work together to achieve economic 

growth experienced by Taiwan and how it can be used by the Philippines. As pointed out earlier, 

capacity building differs in each country depending on the inherent capacity of the country in 

question. The theories can help analyze how previous experience of Taiwan can be used a model 

by the Philippines. 
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CHAPTER IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 In this chapter, findings and discussions will be presented in order to determine whether 

the research questions have been satisfied. The results are based on the literature and document 

review, responses from interviewees and assessments based on the UNDP model. 

TAIWAN’S ECONOMIC JOURNEY 

 Taiwan has been widely admired as the leading member of the family of East Asian 

“miracles” (Ranis, 2011). However, Ranis (2011) argues that Taiwan’s situation is no “miracle” 

and is in fact a combination of initial conditions and policy choices made over time. Taiwan’s 

colonial history under Japanese rule made an important contribution to the island’s subsequent 

economic growth. Japan exhausted substantial resources on Taiwan’s rural sector through 

infrastructure development such as creation of roads, drainage, irrigation and power construction 

projects. Further, it improved rural institutional infrastructure through the propagation of 

agricultural research, experimental stations and the establishment of farmers’ associations. All 

these capital and institutional investments helped the country’s agricultural revolution. Aside from 

agricultural investments, Japan likewise boosted Taiwan’s primary education. By then, an 

estimated 27% of the population was literate due to free and compulsory primary education and 

79% of the primary-school aged population were attending classes (Galenson, 1979). 

Another factor that helped propel Taiwan’s growth after the World War II is the United 

States intervention through aid assistance from the late 1940s to 1970s. Part of the help given by 

the US is the creation of the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR) and farmers’ 

associations which provided the framework of decentralized decision-making through the 

promotion of economic democracy. During the time of the JCRR, a three-step land reform was 

sought to complement the agricultural infrastructure development. Prior to the creation and 
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implementation of the JCRR, the Japanese has heavily invested in Taiwan’s infrastructure. 

Although most of the efforts are primarily to benefit Japan’s own interest, Taiwanese people are 

still able to enjoy these. Further, Ranis (2011) cited the overall scarcity of natural resources of 

Taiwan as a reason why it focused on initiatives enhancing human capital and overall human 

development. This supports Collier (2007) argument of a natural resource trap wherein resource-

rich countries tend to be poor as they are not utilized well. In the case of Taiwan, their lack thereof 

propelled them to focus on their other resources which is their people. Taiwan’s strong institutions 

likewise strengthened their initiatives towards economic growth. 

 Due to the early mobilization of the agriculture sector, required domestic savings were met 

and the move from import-substitution to export-driven activities was done. Instead of focusing 

on traditional crops such as sugar and rice, focus was given to the production of mushrooms and 

asparagus (T2, Interview). Government-supported research and technology-diffusion activities 

further boosted agricultural production. Aside from the rural infrastructure inherited from its 

colonization experience, the government itself made continuous efforts in investing in other 

infrastructures such as communications, transportation and power. Its government made sure that 

the momentum was sustained. Its export-oriented initiatives coupled with rural industrialization in 

the form of construction of several export-processing and factory zones accelerated its learning 

and development specifically in the private sector. 

 Further government support can also be observed especially in its policy towards education 

which initially stressed compulsory primary education but later on pushed for compulsory 

education. This boosted the country’s human resource. Additionally, part of the educational policy 

offered vocational training complementing the need for cheap yet efficient and literate labor force 

which is able to flexibly meet the rapidly changing need for the workforce to support its export-
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oriented development drive. Another important feature of the education sector is the examination 

system which emphasized meritocracy instead of influence, family connections or ability to pay. 

The government likewise imposed and adjusted entry quotas based on the need of the economy by 

providing financial incentives for new departments. Formal research and development (R&D) 

programs were also favorably financed ranging from informal blue-collar industries to high-tech 

manpower and investments. Overall, government had played a huge role in driving the country’s 

development.  

 In the succeeding pages, the study explores the conditions wherein Taiwan was able to 

reach its economic goals as well as the specific capacity building initiatives pursued to achieve 

these goals. 

Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction 1948-1978  

Through the 1948 ECA China Aid Act Section 407 of Public Law 472 of the United States 

Congress, the Government of the United States and the Government of China entered into an 

agreement via the Sino-American Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (JCRR). The 

Commission was mandated to formulate and carry out a coordinated reconstruction project for the 

rural areas of China. As a temporary agency, it was empowered to assist in the rural reconstruction 

of China thru technological and institutional innovation. It also advised on and monitored several 

government policies on land reform, budgetary and technical influence which spread its impact on 

the upliftment of rural life (Howe, 2001).  Under the agreement, ten percent (10%) of the economic 

aid given to China will be directed to rural reconstruction (JCRR, 1968). Although initially set-up 

in Nanjing, China, it was transferred to Taiwan in 1949 following the take-over of communists in 

China (T1, Interview). Its main objective was to rebuild Taiwan after the World War II due to 
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massive devastation brought about by the war. At that time, the country had no industries to speak 

of. On official capacity, JCRR had the following objectives and principles: 

1. There must be a felt need for JRCC services and activities on the part of the rural 

people. 

2. There must be fair distribution of accrued benefits 

3. There must be a sponsoring agency qualified to utilize effectively the JRCC assistance 

4. There should be a demonstration of feasibility of any particular project or activity 

before undertaking its broad expansion (USAID, 2016. JCRR, 1978). 

In the case of the initiatives pursued by JCRR, the capacity building process was clearly 

followed. First, it engaged stakeholders to be able to ensure that proper support and needed 

manpower is available to pursue these goals. This includes JCRR ministers, the government and 

other ministries and private sector that are involved in the initiatives. After which, the Commission 

assessed the capacity assets and needs of the country. Since most of the population are farmers, 

initial focus on the agriculture sector was sought. Farmers’ associations were revitalized since it 

was recognized that these associations can help in the mobilization of farmers. Once stakeholders, 

assets and needs are identified, these became bases for formulating the capacity building program. 

For JCRR, they outlined specific projects to address the existing needs of the country and to be 

able to rehabilitate it as a whole. Implementation was overseen by the JCRR in partnership with t 

the government and the FAs. Finally, to ensure that the projects pursued are able to address 

changing needs overtime, these were evaluated regularly and changes were effected as needed.  

In undertaking agricultural planning, JCRR created drafts on the preliminary programs 

based on guidelines set by the Council for Economic Planning and Development (CEPD). The 

Commission officially existed from its conception in 1948 until 1979, when the United States 
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withdrew its official diplomatic ties with Taiwan in order to pursue diplomatic relations with China. 

It then evolved into the Council of Agricultural Development until 1984. After 1984, it became 

what is still called today as the Council of Agriculture (T2, Interview). However, throughout its 

existence, the commission evolved from its initial focus and sought to do the following: 

1. Post-War Rehabilitation; 

2. Land Reform program; 

3. Reorganization of Farmers’ Associations; 

4. Rural Health and Sanitation; 

5. Human Resource Development; and 

6. Technological Innovation (JCRR, 1978). 

Based on the conceptual framework used in this study, the initiatives will be categorized 

based on the concepts mentioned: good governance, institutions and human resource development. 
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(Source: JCRR, 1978) 

Figure 4.1 JCRR Organizational Chart 

Good Governance 

The Taiwanese government continued Japan’s program of extensive rural electrification 

while constructing rural industries that enabled farm families to supplement their incomes by 

working in decentralized factories (CEPD, Taiwan Statistical Data Bank, (1989).  The government 

had a strong vision to elevate Taiwan’s economic standing from a traditional to a modern and 

progressive one. This is evident in the numerous efforts it has undertaken in order to complement 

the JCRR’s initiatives such as the three-step land reform policy, the nine-year public education 

policy as well as its thrust in offering universal literacy coupled with vocational and science-based 

learning. 
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Land reform introduced by the government and implemented by JCRR were done in three 

phases: Reduction of Land Taxes (1949), the Public Land Purchase Policy (1952) and the Land-

to-the-Tiller Policy (1953) (Huang, 2014. USAID, 1968. JCRR, 1978).  Although the initiatives 

were carried out by the commission, this was complemented by government policy on the different 

land reform programs (T2, Interview). In terms of rent reduction, the program provided a rent 

ceiling equivalent to 37.5% of the total annual standard yield of the main crop and extended the 

lease tenure to six years, renewable as requested by the tenant. These contracts were registered to 

and closely monitored by the government to ensure that landlords abide by these rules.  This 

program benefited a total of 300,000 tenant families or approximately 45% of farming families in 

the rural area. In 1951, in preparation for the land-to-the-tiller program, the government sold public 

lands to current farmers utilizing it at a fixed price of 2.5 times the value of the annual main crop 

yield.  The payment is done in kind in 20 semi-annual installments over a period of 10 years. After 

full payment, tenants are granted the land titles. This resulted in 96,000 hectares of public farm 

lands sold to 156,000 families by the end of 1961. Finally, the land-to-the-tiller program was 

introduced in 1953. Under this program, the government enforced selling of private landowners 

their excesses tenanted lands for resale to current tiller/occupants. A maximum of 10 years was 

given for payment and the existing 37.5% ceiling was still in force. For the landlord, they were 

allowed to keep three hectares for their own farming, the excess of which was sold to the 

government or the tenants, whichever condition is applicable. Payment made to the landlords were 

in the form of 70% land bonds redeemable in kind and 30% in stocks of public enterprises. All of 

these efforts resulted in improved livelihood of the rural people, increased school enrollment of 

local youth and active participation in politics. Overall, it also increased production that fueled the 

economy (JCRR, 1978. T1, Interview) 
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In the early years, due to the surplus attributed to increased production of agricultural goods, 

Taiwan’s foreign reserves increased due to the agricultural exports. Some products that were 

exported were rice, sugar cane, tea, canned pineapples and citronella oil (JCRR, 1978). To address 

overproduction, food processing was promoted which in turn even increased farmers’ incomes (T2, 

Interview). The commission assisted in ensuring spoilage and mold in canneries are reduced. Then 

in 1959, it initiated a program to export canned mushrooms to Europe, the success of which led to 

increased production of mushrooms making Taiwan one of the world’s largest producers (JCRR, 

1979). The same case happened to asparagus. 

In terms of infrastructure, roads were built in foothill areas to facilitate transportation of 

various products to different parts of the country. The percentage of paved roads rose from 7% in 

1952 to 50% in 1972. Being a mountainous country, Taiwan is also prone to soil erosion. In 1951, 

JCRR began works on soil conservation training, demonstration and extension projects not only 

to develop slope lands for agricultural purposes but as well as to address soil erosion problems. 

This led to a more efficient and safe use of slope lands. Aside from roads and slope land 

conservation and development, JCRR also worked on water resources development. This includes 

construction of proper irrigation, drainage, flood control, hydropower generation and land 

development. Aside from contributing to an increase in food production, these water systems 

helped facilitate industrial development. 

Institutions 

Farmers’ associations were first established under the Japanese colonial rule with the 1907 

implementation of the “Regulations for Farmers’ Associations in Taiwan.” (Huang, 2014). The 

JCRR reorganized the FAs through organizational improvement, strengthening of operational base 

and modernization of business management. Their aim is to create a “true organization of the 
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farmer, by the farmer and for the farmer.” (JCRR, 1978. T4, Interview). The FAs handled storage 

and processing of products and distribution as well as offering credit, marketing, supply and 

agricultural extension services to members. Financial support by the government enabled FAs to 

repair and construct agricultural facilities and update their equipment to ensure smooth operations. 

Belonging to a farmers’ association likewise increases a farmer’s bargaining power in the market 

since they can demand for higher prices based on their accumulated production. Aside from the 

financial assistance bestowed on the FAs, JCRR aimed to improve the financial structure and 

operations in a businesslike manner. To improve the organization structure, members were 

classified between regular (farmer) members and associate (non-farmer) members. The regular 

members had the right to vote and be elected into office within the association while associates 

had no right to vote to ensure that manipulation of non-farmers will not take place and farmers’ 

concerns were utmost priority. To complement the efficient facilities, FA managers underwent 

management workshops and offered an efficiency-oriented compensation to attract eligible and 

qualified college graduates to join the associations and provide a more efficient workforce that 

will deliver the FAs’ goals. 
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(Source: USAID, 1979) 

Figure 4.2 JCRR Relationship with Government and Farmers’ Associations 

What started as a purely agricultural sector-focused initiative gradually evolved into 

industry-focused economic growth. Due to the continuous increase in production that fueled the 

economy, the surplus of production were manufactured to canned vegetables such as asparagus, 

mushroom to name a few. In addition, technological innovation not only helped in the re-

stabilization of production but as well as in the development of new crops and modernization of 

production systems (JCRR, 1979. T4, T5, Interviews). Experts and specialists were sent to the 

United States, Japan and other developed countries to study the possibility of diversifying crops 

and producing those which are not usually available in sub-tropical Taiwan. Given that these 

countries had temperate weathers, the specialists devoted a lot of time in researching and analyzing 

how temperate fruits can survive and grow in sub-tropical climate. Aside from extensive research, 

experimentation was also done to ensure that these new crops will thrive in the country. These 
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efforts produced great results as production of peaches and plums, for example, have been 

successfully replicated in Taiwan (T2, T4, Interviews). Other crops introduced during the crop 

diversification include mushrooms, asparagus, potatoes, seedless watermelons, mangoes, grapes, 

pears, apples and peaches.  

Human Resource Development 

Human resource is an essential part of any country and economy. It is vital in ensuring that 

there is enough manpower that can implement the rules and do the jobs in a well working economy. 

Taiwan and JCRR’s efforts to ensure that the population is healthy and safe is a way to protect its 

human resource since it is imperative that these resources be equipped with as much life and vigor 

to undertake the different activities expected of them that will fuel the economy. Another integral 

part of human resource development, aside from training specialists, is the government’s thrust to 

invest in the country’s education system. During the time of JCRR, the government implemented 

the Nine Year Public Education Policy (1968-1969). 

For the 30 years of JCRR’s existence, over 700 projects aimed at improving rural living 

conditions were implemented. This includes strengthening of health services, control of 

communicable diseases, maternity and child health care, family planning, environmental sanitation 

village health training and nutrition improvement. Post-World War II, most of Taiwan’s water 

works system were not fully functional. In this event, JCRR spearheaded the rehabilitation of water 

supply systems. Although it initially started in the rural area, it eventually spread on even to the 

cities as the commission aimed to improve this system in each passing year. School sanitation 

improvement likewise became a focus as JCRR partnered with the Provincial Department of 

Education and the local governments to improve on and build public and private lavatories and 

wells, construction of simple water supply systems, home sanitation and refuse disposal. This was 
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further complemented by training given by public health nurses to villagers on personal hygiene, 

environmental sanitation, family planning, first aid and home nursing care.  

During that time, to further enhance its human resource development, the government also 

hand-picked people who were sent abroad for further studies in order to gain knowledge on the 

latest technologies and innovation in different fields (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, Interviews). Out of the 

1,341 persons sent by JCRR, 883 studied in the United States of Japan (JCRR, 1979). After their 

period of study, they came back to Taiwan to apply the knowledge they have learned (T1, T2, T5 

Interviews). This system of sponsoring further education not only helped Taiwan grow its 

economy but likewise developed its people and equipped them with the correct knowledge that 

can be used to further achieve their economic goals. In addition to this, several research institutes 

were likewise created as a venue for specialists in different fields to conduct studies to further 

improve the knowledge and skills on different sectors. JCRR and the FAs were also doing their 

part in educating the farmers and providing them with additional skills that will benefit their lands. 

Another form of human resource development is the knowledge sharing and transfer of 

senior experts to the junior experts who have come to work for JCRR. The commission has 

established a system wherein a junior specialist is to shadow a senior specialist in order to learn 

how things are done as well as to acquire the same technical skills possessed by the senior ones 

(T5, Interview).  

 By engaging in the different initiatives of the commission, the overall objective was to 

rehabilitate the country after it was devastated by the war. 
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Foreign Aid 

 When the JCRR started its operations, the main source of funding for the first few years 

came from the US economic aid. However, when the a portion of the aid was phased out in 1965, 

the government was already able to provide funding for the commission through the Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and the National Science Council coupled with funds from the Sino-American 

Economic and Social Development (SAFED) (JCRR, 1978. T1, Interview). Funds for the creation 

of the JCRR was primarily sourced from the penalty paid by China’s Qing Dynasty to the United 

States for the inhumane treatment to thousands of Chinese during that time. Instead of funneling 

back the funds to the US, it was used for rural reconstruction in rural China in 1948 until its transfer 

to Taiwan in 1949 after the communists took over China (T2, Interview). The foreign aid provided 

Taiwan with its much needed and funding to rehabilitate its country. Aside from the aid, the 

technical assistance that came with it proved to be very important. Experts from the United States 

shared their knowledge and skills to Taiwanese experts in order to equip them with the needed 

capacities to perform their work, even if the American experts leave.  

THE PHILIPPINE SITUATION  

Philippine Development Plan 2011-2016  

 Since the Philippines is on the eve of becoming a Tiger economy, it is relevant to look at 

its current capacity building efforts to achieve this status. For this study, the Philippine 

Development Plan 2011-2016 will be reviewed and analyzed. 

The Philippine Development Plan is a comprehensive plan, spearheaded by the National 

Economic and Development Authority of the Philippines, in partnership with different government 

agencies, created to highlight the priority plans of an administration. It is a 6-year plan covering 

various sectors, policies and projects undertaken by an elected government. The 6-years plan only 
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covers the current administration’s period. Thus, after every presidential election, a new PDP is 

crafted to reflect the priorities of the new leadership. Similar to the JCRR, the formulation of the 

PDP follows the UNDP model of capacity building. Stakeholders including the different 

government agencies, private sector and the civil society is engaged at the onset. Several 

consultation and discussion meetings are done prior to the drafting of the plan which includes 

assessment of current assets and present and future needs of the country. The actual formulation 

of the plan takes between four to seven months. Implementation is done throughout the six-year 

period. However, quarterly, annual and midterm (after three years) assessment is done to ensure 

that the PDP’s content is still relevant to the needs of the country and its citizens (P1, Interview). 

The crafting of the Philippine Development Plan is spearheaded by the National Economic 

and Development Authority (NEDA) whose mandate is as follows: 

The National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) serves as 

National and Regional Development Plan and Program Coordinator (by issuing 

planning guidelines and conducting multi-sectoral/regional consultations); Public 

Investment Evaluator and Programmer (by coordinating the Official Development 

Assistance and appraising programs and projects); Development Plan, Program 

and Project Monitor (by conducting program/project evaluation and on-site 

reviews and consultations); and Technical Assistance Provider (by providing 

technical/secretariat services to the NEDA Board and its Committees, Regional 

Development Councils, Philippine Council for Sustainable Development, National 

Land Use Committee, inter-agency bodies, and other clients, including local 

government units). (DBM, 2016) 
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(Source: DBM, 2016) 

Figure 4.3 NEDA Logical Framework 

Going into the PDP 2011-2016, the Philippines’ condition, on one hand, have not been at 

best. Despite the positive outlook, growth has been slow compared to its neighboring ASEAN 

countries. Whatever benefits the country has gained has not been shared and felt by its broader 

constituents and corruption is still rampant. On the other hand, being one of the Tiger Cub 

economies, the 2011-2016 plan has been more optimistic in prioritizing key sectors to ensure that 

the proper foundation for economic growth is created.  Priorities under the development plan 

include the competitive industry and service sectors, infrastructure development, the financial 
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sector, agriculture and fisheries sector, good governance and the rule of law, social development, 

peace and security and environment and natural resources. 

The overall objective of the PDP 2011-2016 is to obtain a “sustained growth that creates 

jobs, draws the majority into the economic and social mainstream and continuously reduce mass 

poverty” (NEDA, 2016). It focuses on the overall long-term goal of inclusive growth where 

progress is broadly shared and each citizen is able to experience the country’s growth through 

access to sustainable jobs and all citizens are able to participate in the economic and social 

mainstream. With the PDP, it has identify the challenges that hinder inclusive growth such as 

inadequate infrastructure, major gaps and lapses in governance, inadequate levels of human 

development and poor and degraded state of environment and natural resources. The document 

aims to present specific measures to be undertaken by the government in order to address these 

challenges.  

Good Governance 

The Philippines has been challenged for the legitimacy and accountability as well as 

allegations of rampant corruption. This resulted to a continuing political stability with 

shortcomings on the application of the rule of law and weak justice system. This coupled with 

weak implementation makes for a big hindrance in its development. Despite passing several land 

reform laws in the past, implementation remains to be weak, The Aquino administration prided 

itself on its focus on transparency and accountability thereby pushing for good governance. His 

administration’s slogan is dubbed “Matuwid na Daan” literally straight road or roughly translated 

as the “The Straight Path”. Under this banner, their good governance aims to: 

1. Ensure high-quality, efficient, transparent, accountable, financially and physically 

accessible and nondiscriminatory delivery of public service; 
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2. Curb both bureaucratic and political corruption; 

3. Strengthen the rule of law; and 

4. Enhance citizens’ access to information and participation in governance. 

Much of the efforts focus on improving public service delivery and professionalizing the 

bureaucracy by providing proper training to all civil servants and public officials. The Aquino 

administration emphasized competency-based jobs as opposed to its previous job-based screenings 

(P1, Interview). Trainings by the Development Academy of the Philippines are transitioning based 

on these needs. In order to deliver trainings efficiently, the academy is likewise engaged in 

rationalizing existing program to ensure that no overlaps between programs and to ensure effective 

use of funds.  

 
(Source, PDP, 2016) 

 

Figure 4.4 Results Framework on Good Governance and the Rule of Law 
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(Source, PDP, 2016) 

 

Figure 4.5 Strategic Framework on Good Governance and the Rule of Law 

Institutions 

As pointed out by the World Bank (2014), infrastructure development is significant in order 

to improve access to economic opportunities and linking markets. With this, road network and 

transportation development is crucial in linking students to schools, farmers to markets, tourists to 

destinations, patients to health centers and hospitals and in helping improve overall lives of the 

citizens. However, according to the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) (Rappler, 

2015), only 27.87% of the total road network of the Philippines is paved. That equates to only 60, 

216 kilometers out of the total 216,016 kilometers of road. In general, infrastructure in the 

Philippines remain poor compared to most countries included in the 2015-2016 Global 

Competitiveness Report (World Economic Forum, 2015). It ranked 97th out of the 140 countries 

and is almost in the bottom compared to the other Southeast Asian countries, with Myanmar as the 

lowest. The government recognizes that inadequate infrastructure is a critical constraint to 
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economic growth. Inadequate access to basic infrastructure becomes an obstacle to poverty 

reduction and inclusive growth which the government is pursuing since it limits the access to 

economic opportunities available especially to those from far-flung areas. 

 

 
(Source, PDP, 2016) 

 

Figure 4.6 Results Framework on Accelerating Infrastructure Development 
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(Source, PDP, 2016) 

 

Figure 4.7 Strategic Framework on Accelerating Infrastructure Development 

 

The Philippines is an archipelago surrounded by great bodies of water; the Pacific Ocean 

to the east, Philippine Sea to the west, Babuyan Channel to the north and the Celebes Sea to the 

south. Due to this, the Philippines has great access to a multitude of aquatic resources. Likewise, 

access to water resources provide the agricultural sector with proper irrigation which contributes 

to its productivity With this, the agriculture and fisheries sector is vital part of the economic output 

of the country and in addressing employment and poverty issues as almost 30% of the country’s 

population is employed in these sectors (NEDA, 2016). For this sector, the development plan aims 

to: increase productivity, increase forward linkage with the industry and service sectors and 

improve resilience to risks including climate change. Specific strategies to be employed to address 

this is by raising productivity and incomes of households and enterprises, increase investments 

and employment across an efficient value chain, transform agrarian reform beneficiaries (ARBs) 
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into viable entrepreneurs, reduce climate change-related risks, increase resilience through climate-

change-sensitive technologies, strengthen insurance system, incorporate natural hazards and 

climate risks in land use plan, strengthen community capacity to respond to risks and continue 

vulnerability and adaptation assessments especially in food production areas. 

The Philippines’ location in the western of the Pacific Ocean makes it the most exposed 

country in the world to tropical storms. On average, eight to nine typhoons make landfall per year 

with 10 more entering Philippine water. An archipelago, its coastlines are vulnerable to storm 

surges. Each typhoon entering the country amounts to millions and billions of dollars in damages 

and people killed (TIME, 2013). 

 

 

(Source, PDP, 2016) 

Figure 4.8 Results Framework on Competitive and Sustainable Agriculture and 

Fisheries (A&F) Sector 
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(Source, PDP, 2016) 

Figure 4.9 Strategic Framework on Competitive and Sustainable Agriculture and 

Fisheries (A&F) Sector 
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Human Resource Development 

A progressive country requires competent, healthy and able citizens who will fill in needed 

jobs and perform essential tasks that will enable the country to achieve its goal.  Social 

development is essential in any country to deliver the basic needs of the citizens and ensure that 

they have the essential things to survive and become productive members of the society. Social 

development encompasses different areas and pushes for improved access to quality basic social 

service delivery in education, training and culture; health and nutrition; population and 

development; housing; social protection; and asset reform. Guided by the Millennium 

Development Goals of the United Nations, the country is on track in terms of poverty, gender and 

equality, child health and disease control and sanitation. On the other hand, it still has a long way 

to go in the areas of universal primary education, maternal health and the fight against HIV/AIDS 

(NEDA, 2016). For this sector, the PDP highlights 11 key strategies as follows: 

1. Attaining the MDGs; 

2. Providing direct conditional cash transfers (CCT) to the poor; 

3. Achieving universal coverage in health and basic education; 

4. Adopting the community-driven development (CDD) approach; 

5. Converging social protection programs for priority beneficiaries and target areas; 

6. Accelerating asset reform; 

7. Mainstreaming climate change adaptation and disaster risk reduction in social 

development; 

8. Mainstreaming gender and development; 

9. Strengthening civil society-basic sector participation and public-private partnership; 

10. Adopting volunteerism; and 
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11. Developing and enhancing competence of the bureaucracy and institutions. 

In 2012, the Philippine government implemented the K-12 Program which covers 

“kindergarten and 12 years of basic education (six years of primary education, four years of Junior 

High School and two years of Senior High School) to provide sufficient time for mastery of concept 

and skills, develop lifelong learners, and prepare graduates for tertiary education, middle-level 

skills development, employment and entrepreneurship (K-12, 2015). It aims to bridge the gap 

between education and employment since there is a perceived gap on the theories learned in school 

and the applicability and skills needed in the workforce. This covers the inclusion on technical 

vocational trainings in the curriculum which can boost the student’s employability after graduation 

by teaching practical skills needed in the workforce. Prior to the transition to K-12, the Philippines 

is the last country in Asia and one of only three countries worldwide with a 10-year pre-university 

cycle (along with Angola and Djibouti) comprising of kindergarten, six years of primary school 

and four years of high school as a preparation to tertiary education (Department of Education, 

2016).  

 In terms of ensuring that the people is equipped with the necessary skills needed in the 

workforce, aside from the private and public colleges and universities which offer different 

baccalaureate degrees, the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) and its attached agency, 

the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) closely monitor labor and 

employment opportunities for the citizens. They work closely with the private sector for the skills 

needed in their respective industries. TESDA has developed a counterpart plan for the PDP, the 

National Technical Education Skills Development Plan. It is a medium-term plan whose main 

objective is to develop globally competitive Filipino workforce (P3, Interview). Technical 

Vocational Education and Training (TVET) programs are focused on key employment indicators 
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to address specific manpower requirements of identified sectors. The resources of the government 

is limited so there is a need to prioritize what are the identified priority industries and sectors and 

as a result is likewise prioritized by TESDA in terms of programs and services in order to develop 

the manpower and address the manpower requirements of these sectors. In terms of economic and 

social development, TESDA is contributing to education and training, employment and ultimately 

poverty alleviation. They perform local and global labor market intelligence to understand the 

labor demand and that is translated to training regulations that will equip the participants with the 

needed skills and competencies to ensure that the labor supply will have the best job fit.  

 For the Technical Education Skills Training Program, it’s not so much of the mismatch 

since TESDA can easily adjust to what is needed by the industry and customize the accordingly. 

It works closely with industry associations who provide the standards of the program. The 

programs are delivered according to these standards so there will be no mismatch. A mismatch can 

only occur if the demand is in a different region but the workers available are elsewhere and they 

cannot easily relocate. Another issue would be because the jobs are available but the preferences 

of the people do not match these jobs. There is also a lack of information. When people don’t know 

the jobs that are available or when people know that there are jobs but it’s a misimpression of the 

job (P4, Interview). Even Overseas Filipino Workers (OFW) or Filipinos working outside the 

Philippines benefit from this human resource development initiative as DOLE and TESDA 

conduct onsite assessments wherein they visit cities around the world with a large concentration 

of Filipinos and provide trainings and certifications which they can use on their present jobs or 

when they go back to the Philippines to look for other jobs. 

 To address the gap for out-of-school youth, the DOLE, in partnership with private 

companies also created the Youth Education-Youth Employability Program which aims, to make 
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the youth more employable and at the same time continue on with their studies. The aim is for the 

youth to be exposed to actual work situations. For them not to necessarily earn but after their 

training and they formally join the workforce, they have skills that can be compatible to what the 

employers are looking for. The program equips them with the necessary experience (P5, Interview). 

It is a way for the government to empower these out-of-school youth and equip them with the 

necessary skills to be more employable and be more productive members of the country.  
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(Source, PDP, 2016) 

 

Figure 4.10 Results Framework on Social Development 

Foreign Aid 

In terms of foreign aid, Japan remains to be the biggest aid donor to the Philippines, 

amounting to US$2.659 billion (Devex, 2011).  Official development assistance (ODA) from the 
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Japanese is handled by the Japan International Cooperation Agency. Due to its primary use of 

ODA-driven diplomacy, the Japanese government created a governmental agency that coordinates 

ODA for Japan, the Japan International Cooperation Agency or JICA. The agency is chartered 

with assisting economic and social growth in developing countries fostering international 

cooperation. The agency is being supervised under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In 2008, it was 

merged with a part of Japan Bank for International Cooperation and became one of the largest 

bilateral development organizations with 97 overseas offices and projects in over 150 countries 

with available funding of US$8.5 billion. It is focused on integrated and seamless assistance which 

promoted development partnerships and enhance research and knowledge-sharing. (JICA, 2016) 

Overall, JICA provides various assistance to the Philippines in the form of technical 

assistance projects, individual technical cooperation, training programs, NGO support program, 

development studies, yen loan program as well as dispatch of Japan Overseas Cooperation 

Volunteers for various projects (JICA, 2016). The identified priority areas for the Philippines are 

sustainable economic growth, empowerment of the poor and peace and stability in Mindanao. Just 

recently, JICA and the Philippines signed a US$2 billion loan facility for the construction of what 

will become the country’s largest railway system (The Philippine Star, 2015). The loan which is 

said to be the largest scale assistance ever extended by JICA will finance the North-South 

Commuted Railway Project which covers a part of the country’s Luzon Island and is targeting 

commercial operations by 2020. The project aims to decongest car traffic in Metro Manila. Aside 

from this, part of the aid program includes the Road Upgrading and Preservation Project (RUPP) 

aimed to improve the Philippines’ transportation system and the sustainability of the national roads. 

Next to Japan, China is the Philippines’ next biggest aid donor with an estimated US$1.16 

in ODA. China’s ODA include development assistance, international trade, overseas investments, 
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cultural influence, humanitarian aid, disaster relief, education, travel and tourism. Most of the 

developmental efforts though are focused on the infrastructure sector. China’s use of ODA may 

be seen as an exercise in soft power to maintain and expand its influence in the Asian region. 

World Bank’s aid, on the other hand, is geared towards helping the country achieve inclusive 

growth. This includes projects aimed at improved investment climate, better public delivery of 

education, health, water and sanitation services, disaster risk management and good governance. 

Notable of this efforts is the WB’s financing for the Kapit Bisig Laban sa Kahirapan – 

Comprehensive and Integrated Delivery of Social Services which helps develop communities’ 

capacity to design, implement and manage activities that reduce poverty. This can be seen as a 

direct capacity building initiative spearheaded by the WB for the Philippine communities’ 

development. 

For Asian Development Bank, the focus areas are in line with the Philippine Development 

Plan 2011-2016. For the first half of the plan, it focused on infrastructure, environment, renewable 

energy and social services with various projects to support these areas. Finally, the fifth biggest 

aid donor is the United States. Focus areas for US aid are strengthened good governance, poverty 

reduction, improved peace and security and improved competitiveness. Other countries and 

institutions that make up the Top 10 foreign aid donors of the Philippines include Global Fund, 

Australia, European Union Institutions, Canada and South Korea. 

Based on Devex’s (2011) study, most of the foreign aid provided to the Philippines, 

regardless of donor country or institution, is directed to infrastructure projects to strengthen road 

networks and access of citizens to economic opportunities. Figure 4.11 showcases the Top 10 

donors as well the amount donated to the Philippines. 
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Figure 4.11 Top 10 Foreign Aid Donors to the Philippines 

 

EVALUATION 

In analyzing the discussions for both countries, different factors for development need to 

be compared. First of all, while both Taiwan and the Philippines share a colonial past, Taiwan has 

been fortunate enough that Japan has invested so much on its education and infrastructure. It left 

the country with a well-functioning and vast network of roads, railway systems, irrigation and 

other infrastructures that would be useful for its reconstruction and development in the years to 

come. On the part of the Philippines, it had a very different and a longer colonial past under the 

Spanish (1521-1898), American (1898-1946) and the short-lived Japanese rule during the Second 

World War (Agoncillo, 1990). However, investments on infrastructure were not a priority except 

for the capital city of Manila. Although education was introduced and offered, even building one 

of the oldest universities in the Philippines and in Asia, the University of Sto. Tomas established 
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in 1611 under the Spanish rule, the education system was not as well established even after the 

American rule. 

Anchoring on the research questions previously stated, the paper will now attempt to 

evaluate the capacity building initiatives of the Philippines based on the initiatives done by Taiwan 

and identify which specific areas/sectors the Philippines need to strengthen/improve in order to 

achieve the same growth as Taiwan. In terms of good governance and institutions, the Taiwanese 

government had been very responsive to the needs of the entire country and the JCRR was able to 

complement it well. Starting with the three-step land reform policy which spurred the agricultural 

development of Taiwan to further infrastructure development and government-supported 

initiatives on further research and innovation. The government was in tuned to what the country is 

able to produce or do well and formulate policies and pursue programs to enhance these strengths 

such as shifting to the production of crops wherein they have a competitive advantage to be able 

to sell it as exports. This further strengthened their processing industry by manufacturing surplus 

of production for export. Aside from researching on what crops can thrive on Taiwan’s subtropical 

climate, the country has also maximized the use of technology to boost this. Sadly, in the case of 

the Philippines, the government is still plagued with issues of rampant corruption and government 

agencies are not free of this association. However, with the current Aquino administration, there 

have been positive changes with the professionalization of civil servants. There have been shifts 

from traditional public management to a more performance-driven and competency-based 

management. Starting from the Aquino administration, government initiatives have been more 

targeted and have more concrete parameters in assessing the performance of individuals and the 

institutions. Transparency and accountability of institutions were likewise upheld. Another 
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shortcoming would be although there are laws in place, strict implementation of these laws are not 

observed. Although, with merely six years since its inception, there is still a long way to go.  

For human resource development, Taiwan is strong in the education of its citizens. It has 

implemented the compulsory education and was active in developing the skills and knowledge of 

the people working for it by sending it abroad to acquire more knowledge. Even at the basic level, 

farmers were empowered with necessary information on how to manage their own lands and 

produce. It is crucial that they are able to equip their people with skills needed in their industries. 

On the other hand, the Philippines is working diligently on their human resource development. For 

basic education, the newly established K to 12 system aims to develop its people through 

theoretical and practical knowledge for the first 12 years of education. Even at its infancy stage, 

there are high hopes for the new education system as it will put the Philippines at par with the other 

countries’ education system. Competency-based HR for government agencies are likewise pursued 

and institutionalized. Additionally, programs pertaining to preparation of people entering the labor 

force are in place in order to support the labor supply. The Department of Labor and Employment 

along with its attached agency, the Technical Education and Skills Development Authority, has 

closely linked their Labor and Employment Plan with the directions of the PDP. This is an attempt 

to ensure that the labor supply matches the labor demand. Unfortunately, due to several factors 

including misinformation and change management, some of the labor demand and institutional 

changes still cannot be addressed properly. 

In terms of foreign aid, both countries are fortunate enough to have received substantial 

foreign aid from foreign countries. However, in this aspect, the direct involvement of the donor in 

the implementation of the program as well as the focus on an identified sector worked well for 

Taiwan. In the case of the Philippines, the foreign aid received is not as targeted as in Taiwan, it 
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flows to different sectors such as infrastructure, peace and security and health to name a few. It is 

also handled by different agencies receiving the aid. 

Relating it to the conceptual framework of this study (Figure 3.2), it can be observed that 

the combined initiatives done to boost good governance, institutions and human resource 

development are crucial in order to ensure that the country develops. The efforts in each sector 

work together to complement each other form “wheels” that fuel the economy. Once all these 

elements are strengthened and work together effectively and efficiently to achieve the goals of the 

country, economic growth is sure to follow. 
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CHAPTER V CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this paper is to identify the capacity building initiatives that contributed to 

the economic growth of Taiwan, particularly during the 1950s to the 1970s. From this experience, 

it is the author’s intention to be able to determine how these capacity building initiatives became 

instrumental in Taiwan’s economic growth and come up with possible policy recommendations 

that can aid the Philippines in its transformation from a Tiger Cub to a Tiger economy. For this 

part of the paper, the research objectives from Chapter 1 will be revisited in order to determine 

whether these objectives were realized.  

CONCLUSION 

Taiwan has indeed developed from traditional backwardness to modernity. It has evolved 

from addressing its needs through local self-sufficiency to focus on the international market 

through its exports. Based on the data gathered as well as the interviews with subject-matter experts 

conducted, one of the capacity building initiatives that contributed to this development is the 

substantial aid coming from the United States. It was able to benefit Taiwan in its reconstruction 

and development. This aid, coupled with a vision and strong drive by the government to rebuild 

its country was instrumental in the changes that occurred in the 30 years that the JCRR was in 

place. The Commission and the government focused on the country’s resource which they deemed 

would benefit most of the citizens. Beginning its focus on agriculture, both commission and the 

government invested substantial amounts in research and development that boosted the country’s 

economy and in turn unknowingly transformed it from an agriculture-based to an industrial-based 

economy. The focus on research not only helped the industry but likewise developed its citizenry 

and equipped them with enough knowledge and skills to contribute to the economy. 
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Foreign aid from the US was the enabler in order for Taiwan not only to start not only its 

reconstruction but also the road to further economic development. It equipped Taiwan with the 

necessary institutions, infrastructures and, directly and indirectly, the knowledge to maximize 

these resources and use it for further innovation. In terms of human resource development, Taiwan 

has heavily invested not only in its primary education but as well as the continuing education of 

its skilled experts and the farmers in the rural areas. This, in turn, resulted to citizens contributing 

more to production and innovation which further boosted the country’s development. 

In the course of interviews with subject-matter experts, they all have pointed out the most 

important contribution of the JCRR to the development of Taiwan. All of the experts, in one way 

or another, has mentioned agricultural advancement, sound government policies and leadership, 

technological innovation and human resource development as the most significant contributions 

of the commission. It has paved the way for Taiwan to maximize its resources, explore how to 

further improve it and invest it in its people and stress the importance of knowledge sharing and 

transfer among generations to ensure that progress does not stop. In the words of one of the experts: 

“Taiwan is a country that won’t stop its progress.” (T3, Interview). 

Based on the three factors on capacity building: good governance, institutions and human 

resources development, all three factors have been strong in the case of Taiwan. However, in the 

case of the Philippines, while it is has sound human resource development initiatives specifically 

on bridging the gap between labor supply and demand, it still needs to strengthen its primary 

education system. With the introduction of the K to 12 system, the country is hopeful in providing 

education that is at par with the rest of the world. With regard to good governance and institutions, 

while the current Aquino administration has taken concrete steps to institutionalize performance 
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management and competency-based system in running the government, there seems to be a long 

way to go as the government still faces issues of corruption on different levels.  

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

With the recently concluded May 9, 2016 presidential elections, the Philippines is facing 

another leadership which may not have the same priorities as the previous one. The promise of a 

new president is proving to be both a challenge and an opportunity. It may be considered a 

challenge as it faces the issue of continuity. Will President-elect Rodrigo Duterte be able to push 

through with the progress President Aquino’s administration was able to achieve? It is a challenge 

to be able to institutionalize professionalization of civil service and to continue on with the 

triumphs as well as addressing gaps from the past administration. With the elements of New Public 

Management with a stronger emphasis on performance-based administration and a more integrated 

planning of the different institutions, these may be continually done. NEDA has taken notice of 

the competency-based system and performance management which can be used in the succeeding 

administrations. It is an institution that aims to provide much needed continuity with the use of 

performance-based metrics as articulated by one of its representatives. However, the priorities 

might change given the change of leadership. While there is a clear agenda in building the capacity 

of its human resource, the strengthening of governance and its institutions remain to be seen. It 

would be beneficial to further bridge the gap of primary education and higher education to 

guarantee that skills and knowledge gaps are addressed between what the employers demand and 

what the education system can produce. On the other hand, a new leadership can be an opportunity 

for a clean slate. While the President-elect’s platform during his campaign heavily stressed on the 

fight against crime and corruption, he likewise considers inclusive economy and equal protection 

of rights of the citizens as some of his priorities. Additionally, it has been reported that President-
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elect Duterte came to Taiwan in January 2016 for a three-day visit in hopes of gaining a better 

understanding of Taiwan’s political, economic, social and infrastructure development.  This may 

be seen as a good sign of the President-elect looking into its successful and progressive 

neighboring countries as models for development for the Philippines. 

In terms of the handling of foreign aid, especially with the substantial amount it receives, 

it would be beneficial for the Philippines to have a central implementing and monitoring agency 

that can oversee the flow and foreign aid and to which specific sectors and agencies it is given. In 

that way, systematic evaluation and transparency can also be done.  

In terms of agriculture, the Philippines still has not maximized its agricultural resources. 

Studying Taiwan’s land reform policy and altering it to fit the Philippines’ needs and existing 

environment would be useful as a model. The change in structure, land reform and other supporting 

mechanisms such as FAs, research institutions, marketing as well as upgrading the quality and 

application of technology can do much to improve after-harvest process. Further, due to the 

increasing dangers of climate change, the government should invest some of its resources in 

disaster risk reduction especially since the country is vulnerable to numerous typhoons annually. 

This may help improve farmers’ harvests and ensure productivity that can support not only their 

families but the economy of the country as well. As for government loans extended to farmers, it 

would also be valuable to require payment in-kind instead of in cash. In this way, it would lessen 

the burden to farmers to find buyers of their produce or in worst situations, sell their produce at 

low prices just to earn the money. The government can just accumulate the payments in kind and 

just sell the produce by themselves or use it in their programs.  

Based on this assessment, the Philippines still has a long way to go before it can match 

Taiwan’s progress. However, with the changes introduced in the government, the increased 
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participation of its people as well as the support of the international community, the path to a Tiger 

economy might be within reach in a few more years or decades.  
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APPENDIX A: CONSENT LETTER 

Dear Sir/Madam,       January 2016 

REQUEST FOR YOU PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH 

 With reference to the above caption, I hereby respectfully invite you as a participant in the 

analysis of capacity building initiatives pursued by the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the 

Republic of the Philippines. The interview questions are based on “Comparative Study on the Role 

of Capacity Building in Aiding Economic Growth for Taiwan and the Philippines” which is a 

thesis project of the researcher under the International Master’s Program in International Studies, 

College of International Affairs of the National Chengchi University, Taiwan. With your 

involvement in capacity building initiatives, your inputs and contributions will be very valuable in 

the study. Rest assured that any information shared in the course of the interview will be used 

solely for academic purposes.  

 Finally, should you require any further information on the research, you are more than 

welcome to get in touch with the thesis adviser, Dr. Pai-Po Lee at p.p.lee@icdf.org.tw. You may 

also contact the researcher via email: ascriofrio02@gmail.com. We willingly entertain any 

questions you may have. 

Respectfully yours, 

Signed: 

Date: 

Angelica Sarah C. Riofrio 

 

 

Signed: 

Date: 

Dr. Pai-Po Lee 

 

Kindly affix your name and signature below to signify your consent. 

 

Name:        Signature and Date: 

mailto:p.p.lee@icdf.org.tw
mailto:ascriofrio02@gmail.com
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APPENDIX B:  INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR SUBJECT-MATTER EXPERTS 

These interview questions have been formulated to be addressed by subject-matter experts 

in the country of focus. The aim in raising these question is to further understand the rationale 

behind the development initiatives undertaken by Taiwan and the Philippines. 

Part 1A. Interviewee Profile 

1. Which institution are you working for? What is your designation?

2. How long have you been working with the institution?

3. What did you major in college? Any post-graduate specialization?

Part 1B. Interview Questions 

1. What are the specific capacity building initiatives and objectives undertaken by your

institution? Does the approach integrate individual/workforce,

organizational/institutional and systems/policy needs?

2. How are the specific capacity building objectives prioritized?

3. What are these capacity building objectives?

4. What specific parameters are used to measure the success of the initiatives indicated in 

the project plan?

5. What are the expected results from this project? Were the results met after

implementation? How? Please give specific examples.

6. Does your institution have direct/indirect impact on outputs for economic growth? How?

7. In relation to overall economic growth, what current to new partnerships with the

national government, local organizations and other stakeholders will support the

strategy?
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8. How will the results or outputs of these capacity building initiatives support the 

economic goals/ growth of the country? 

9. How does the country’s current economic performance affect the design or 

implementation of the project? 

10. How often is the project and its results evaluated? How are they evaluated? 

11. Are there any adjustments done throughout the duration of the implementation? How 

are these adjustments done? 

12. What are the bases for adjustments in the project, if any? 
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APPENDIX C: TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEWS (PHILIPPINES) 

P1, Interview 

In relation to your institution, what are the specific capacity-building initiatives and 

objectives undertaken by your institution? 

I know our COD programs well. But I can only give you a rough indication of what the other 

centers are doing. Since DAP is made up of many different centers, each of which is supposed 

to have its own area or field of expertise. We are the Center for Organizational Development. 

DAP does three things. There’s, (1) help government work better first by training government 

officials. (2) We also have what is called technical assistance. So if a certain agency, for 

example, wants to re-structure to make themselves more efficient, we help them. It’s not a form 

of training, it’s more of consulting. But third we do research: policy research or organizational 

research. So you are interested in the first one, the training. So here in COD, one of our training 

courses is the—what we call the 5 P’s. It’s made up of 5, an acronym we use. Personality, 

Purpose, Process, People, Plans. So that’s our understanding of our landscape of public 

management. So if you are a manager, supervisor or leader in the public sector, which is  in 

practice you are either a division chief, a director or higher. We have a 120-hour, 15-day training 

course to help them develop their skills in managing work processes, leading people and leading 

organizational change. So that runs for 15 days and is in fact required. 120 hours training in 

supervision management and leadership skills is required by the civil service commission. 

So basically people management skills. 

Well, not just people but work processes. You have to manage work processes and then you 

have to manage organizational management and change. So that encompasses three: people, 

processes and OD. And we have those kinds of training program. And then we have a training 

program we call the IMO 6.09. Our primary client here is the MARINA, the Maritime Industry 

Authority. The Philippines, actually, the entire maritime industry in the whole world has 

standards for everything because you have to keep the ship safe. So your mariners should be 

well-trained and those standards are same throughout the whole world. You have to keep the 

mariners safe and you have to keep the marine environment safe from the ship as pollutants. 

Therefore, standards everywhere are the same. Since the standards for mariners are the same, 

the standards for training institutions that train mariners also have to be the same throughout the 

world. One of the requirements for maritime training institutions is that they should all have 

graduated from the IMO 6.09, the International Maritime Organization 6.09 course. Which 

means they all have some training in teaching skills—all the maritime instructors are required 

to have that. And we are one of the three or four institutions in the Philippines that offer this 

course. This is a 10-day training course and this is our contribution towards keeping the 

Philippines competitive with regards to the seafarers’ market. Because about 30% of all seafarers 

are Filipinos, that's the largest chunk. Second place is something about 15 or 18%. We have the 

highest number. 

 

We also have a training course in competency-based HR. Right now, the HR system in the 

Philippines is job-based. We have job descriptions. (You know what competency-based is?) So 

the Philippine government is transitioning towards a competency-based HR. Usually we try to 

sell this as a technical assistance. We help a government agency create competency models and 

profiles in preparation for a full-pledged competency-based HR. But many government agencies 

cannot afford the technical assistance so what we do is we just offer a training course so that 
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they can do it themselves. It’s not the same since the actual process is difficult but we offer this 

4-day training course. It has a lot of workshops. We walk them through creating the competency 

dictionary, writing the behavioral indicators, creating the matrix, levels and then eventually the 

competency models and the competency profiles. 4 days is not enough and it’s actually just like 

a practice workshop. 

So it is the government’s goal to institutionalize competency-based HR across all 

government agencies? 

We also used to run a training course on knowledge management but we are not doing so any 

longer. Looks like it will be relegated to another center. We are currently redefining DAP, in the 

process of our own reorganization. So the knowledge management, introduction to knowledge 

management will probably be given over to the center on another floor. It might be more 

appropriate for them and not here in OD since it’s a specific task. It’s still within DAP just a 

different unit.  

 

We have a standard course on technical writing which we have not yet run. It's a question of 

marketing.  

 

IMO 3.12 which we have run before, this time it is for assessors. We train people who will assess 

training institutions, so it’s like an extension of IMO 6.09. 

But this is still maritime related. So there is a focus on the maritime industry because of 

the bulk of seafarers which are Filipinos. 

That's one reason. Another reason may be historical. Simply because the MARINA wanted the 

training institution that was in the government and DAP is the most visible out of all the 

government learning institutions and it's easy to contract with us. For example, there is a 

government agency that needs a training course and they don’t want to undergo the process of 

bidding. If it is government agency to government agency, it’s easier, we just need a cost-benefit 

analysis instead of going through the bidding procedure which will take a long time. We are 

visible in that respect. For other units, I'm not sure if you can call it a training course. It's an 

orientation course on ISO certification. Another center does that. The office beside our, the 

Public Management Development program offers a Master's in Development Management 

which takes about 9 or 10 months. It's an intensive course.  

This course is also only open to government employees. 

Yes. Another requirements for positions from division chief and up is a Master's degree. On the 

third floor, we actually have a graduate school that is offering several versions of the Master's 

in Public Management with several specializations. For example if you work in DOH 

(Department of Health), in a government hospital or somewhere else, they offer a Master's in 

Public Management Major in Health Systems and Development. If you are in the armed forces, 

you are going to make lieutenant colonel, which is the equivalent of a division chief, you need 

a master's degree. You can do an MPM in Development and Security. They have several 

programs customized -- they are running something right now for agriculture sector. I’m not 

sure what it’s called. 

So there are specific courses geared towards specific government agencies too. But does it 

cover all of the government agencies? 

No. well, if they tell us they need a specific course or program then we create one for them. Like 

for example, when it started, they only have health systems. Development and Security was 

created because the AFP told us of their need. The PPSC – the Philippine Public Safety College 
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came to us to create a course for the police and it became a sort of partnership.The curriculum 

is created through consultations. 

Based on the needs of the government agency, that’s when you actually formulate or create 

courses for them. 

Yes, although we also create on our own. For example we created the Master’s in Public 

Management Major in Integrity Development. That’s apublic offering that you can enroll in if 

you want. Instead of limiting it to government agencies, we offer it to the public as well since it 

is applicable to everyone. We’ve just run it once but I think they are no longer marketing it 

downstairs. Maybe after a while since the demand for it is very low and they were only able t 

breakeven. That might be the reason why they discontinued it. 

Does it last like the usual master’s courses like two years? And the classes are everyday? 

It's one and a half years, i think. 18 months. Some only conduct classes on Saturdays. Or more 

typically two straight weeks of classes then 2-3 weeks off or a whole month off. Then they go 

back for another two straight weeks and another break for 3 weeks or a month. 

How are these specific capacity-building initiatives prioritized? 

Well we have a mandate, so everything we do has to be according to that mandate. In practice, 

since we are a GOCC, we read the market: what is in demand, what is needed but we cannot go 

beyond our mandate. We also look at the needs and sometimes those needs are required by the 

CSC, the DBM or the GCG, etc. From the government agencies once we know that there will 

be a demand for certain training courses, we create it and then we market it. 

Basically, based on the mandate and based on specific government agencies that manage 

DAP, they are the ones who are giving you-- 

DAP has an overall mandate. Each center has a specific mandate, have a statement about what 

sort of things we are supposed to be doing. Although to some extent we can negotiate or rewrite 

it but it has to be submitted for approval. The concern is that there should be a clear distinction 

between the centers, otherwise we would be competing with each other which happens. 

There are overlaps? 

Yes, especially if there is a huge amount of money involved. For example I am the one that was 

consulted, instead of referring it to the appropriate center, I will just have my center do it.  

So even between the centers there's competition. 

Each center is measured according to its profitability, its revenue. So it becomes a factor. 

Currently, what are the specific capacity building activities that are prioritized? 

Refer to abovementioned. 

In relation to that, what specific parameters are used to measure the success of the 

initiatives indicated in your project? 

We only use proxies. Like a target number of people trained, that’s what we count. We also have 

a target number of agencies as clients this year. We want to have a certain number of agencies 

as repeat clients, for example two should be repeat clients, and we count. That’s included in our 

balanced scorecard and the rating based on the client’s evaluation. We have to get a score of 4 

out of 5 or higher.  

 

Everything is recorded but we do not have a direct measure. In some of our courses we have a 

pre-test, post-test. Like for IMO 6.09, aside from pre-test, post-test, they have training--teaching 

sessions. We watch them, we video them then we rate how they fair. For others we don't have a 

pre-test, post-test all we have is the evaluation at the end of the course. And we do not actually 

keep in touch with them afterwards or ask their bosses if the employee has improved. 
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So from DAP’s end, it’s only the count of participants. 

We only have the metrics for the most part. 

For the actual results, it’s the specific agency that measures it? 

For outcomes, yes. We do not have a hand or visibility on it. It seems impractical.  

After implementation, usually do the results that you get are what you are aiming for or 

do you get lower? 

The numbers or headcount is easy. It’s just the number of trainees. The rating they give us 

becomes our substitute to measure the effectiveness of the training course? After that in fact, 

one of our units send out a questionnaire to the client, not the trainee, to check if they are satisfied 

with the results.  

Is it for the applicability on the job? 

I don't think the question is that direct. Aside from that, we are also measuring how much 

revenue per center earns. We have target revenue that is also a measure of our success. And then 

we have a measure of efficiency, in the way we implemented it. Did we follow the manual, for 

example? 

You have this existing measures? 

Our measures have to do with our ISO certification. Our project management system should be 

followed. For example, things like: we do not start implementing unless you have a clear signed 

MOA. Because sometimes it happens that clients want to start prior to signing of the MOA and 

that is clearly not allowed. So we are also measured according to that. But it is a process metric, 

it is not actual outcomes. So it's always a substitute. We don’t have a measure of the actual 

outcome. 

So does your institution have direct or indirect impact on outputs for economic growth? 

And if so, how? 

IMO 6.09, for example, if our training institutions are certified because their instructors have 

taken IMO 6.09, we can assume that their graduates are therefore better taught; that our seafarers 

are therefore well-trained and that they will be gainfully employed by  the shipping industry. 

Now, whether we have actually had an impact; we started IMO in 1999. Whether we have a 

contribution or not, who knows? 

You don’t get any direct feedbacks? 

Our 5Ps training course, of course we are helping government work better so that is indirect 

impact. Government work is better so we can assume that there is an impact on growth but we 

don't really know. The impact is filtered beneath layers. 

So what is crucial from your end is more of the human resource development so that they 

will be more efficient in doing their jobs. In terms of economic or monetary equivalent, I 

don’t think we can measure that. It’s not reflected in your revenues as well. 

That might be too unrelated a proxy indicator that if we keep making money and they keep 

coming back, therefore we must be valuable to them in some sense. Those are hard things to 

relate. 

For training of government agencies, is DAP the only one accredited for that? 

 No. There’s a lot. In fact, it is a bit chaotic since there are overlaps, competition and no clear 

distinction as to the scope of each training institution. For example, we have the Local 

Government Academy which is supposed to be training local government. DAP is not supposed 

to be training local government. But DAP trains them. In part because LGA is not doing a good 

job. I am not sure if it is because they have insufficient budget or not. That is why we take their 

business. And it’s still business. Sometimes UP is also doing the same thing, since they are a 
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state university. Ateneo is not a SU but they do similar trainings It’s really rather disordered. 

We actually have a proposal to be funded by DBM which will start in February. We will study 

all the government training institutions and all their program offerings. And then we will write 

a proposal for rationalizing the whole thing. The government can save up on money, especially 

the other training centers who enter the market but cannot deliver due to several constraints, 

both technical and otherwise. They do not study the impact on the students. They just run it for 

the sake of running it. 

How are the results of these initiatives connected to the economic growth of the country? 

It is always indirect. Government works better then there is an impact somewhere down the line. 

So if the government can do its job better, then hopefully it can create an environment for 

economic growth. 

How does the country's current economic performance affect the design and 

implementation of your institution's projects? 

It’s not so much the current economic performance, it depends on the budget of the agencies. 

And that depends on two things: how much Congress gives them; whether they are doing their 

job of planning ahead and COA and DBM rules. So if they are given a big budget for training 

then we can do more business. Also, if they are able to plan in advance instead of during the last 

minute. Sometimes, in October or November, since they still have money left over, they’ll 

approach us to conduct trainings just so they can finish off their budget before the end of the 

year or else they return it to the treasury. We don’t allow it since there isn’t enough time 

anymore. They fail in planning. COA also sometimes challenge our pricing since they have a 

budget ceiling. Although our institution is exempted from this ceiling since we possess the DBM 

circular, we can charge higher than the usual rate. That means they can pay us higher than usual 

rate without being questioned. But the problem is COA auditors have their own 

interpretations:  each one is different. If their COA auditor happens to be the sort who wouldn’t 

allow it, sometimes they come to us saying that their payment is disallowed.  

For example, last year, after about 10 negotiations, only one project materialized. So we try to 

ask for a fair price since we have a lot of overhead expenses as well as the staff’s compensation. 

All of these expenses are accounted for in the contract’s project cost. When we present it to 

them, they find it too expensive which become a hindrance in pursuing the project. The usual 

outcome is that there will be no contract or we make the project a little smaller. Like for those 

requesting competency profiles and models, we cut it after into a dictionary or framework. We 

provide the framework and it is up to them to do the rest since that is all their budget can afford.  

 

So it’s either we reduce the budget, we don’t push through with it or we modify the project to 

fit their budget or in severe cases we come up with a project market plan. We make it appear 

that someone worked 16 hours when she actually worked 48 hours. All accounting remedies just 

so we can run the project, in effect at a loss to the person working. But of course, the person still 

gets paid in full. But on his record, the actual working hours are not reflected. That’s how we 

accommodate them.   

In short, you make adjustments to make sure the program is implemented. So how often 

are your projects and its results evaluated? 

Right after the project, we give the participants an evaluation form for the course. That form is 

required for every project. The agency of the participant is also sent a project acceptance form 

to rate our performance. 

Usually, how long do these projects run? 
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It depends. For the master's degree, about 1 year or 1 and a half years. A training course can be 

as short as 3 days. However, the preparation for it may last two weeks. Afterwards, we have the 

closure activities for a week or two weeks. For the 5Ps, it is 15 days but it's stretched out over a 

4-month period so participants don’t need to take a leave of absence for three weeks straight.  

 

Preparation time usually takes longer because we have to create the course and then in between 

we give them homework. We have to review those homework and in between we plan for the 

next stage. Also, sometimes the teacher is not in-house since we want variety and external output 

for the trainings. In those cases, we have to source the speakers/teachers first, invite them and 

then negotiate and finalize the contract. For 5Ps, it took 4 months even if it's just a 15-day course. 

Are there any adjustments done throughout the duration of the implementation? 

Usually it’s the schedule. Sometimes you have to accommodate the participant. Sometimes 

there's a storm. Sometimes you need to accommodate the RP (resource person), when they are 

not available on the dates provided. You can even revise the course outline in the middle of the 

run. 

So even the course outline can change? 

A little bit. Either because of feedback from the students: "we don’t like this topic, it’s not 

useful" or in the course of the program we observe that they cannot really grasp the concept, we 

have to make an adjustment.  We have to before the next session so we expedite it.  

How long does it take for adjustments to take place? 

It still depends. For example, IMO runs for 10 days straight. 5 days-weekend-5days. There is no 

room for, almost no room for adjustment. If the RP suddenly falls sick, we need to find a 

replacement. Sometimes it happens on the eve of the day.  But with 5Ps, because there is a break 

of 2 or 3 weeks in between, there is more room for adjustments. 

You can tweak it so that it can better for the following session. 

Yes, with PMDP, 2 weeks classes, 2 weeks off, 2 weeks classes, 2 weeks off. But sometimes 

your RP especially if he is a bigshot, will tell you the day before, "I can’t make it tomorrow". 

So we have to scramble and look for a substitute. And the substitute, once he sees the syllabus 

he might say, "I don't think I want to cover it precisely this way". So it changes a bit. We tweak 

the content because he will tailor it to himself, to his own expertise and to his own approach. At 

the end of each implementation, we review the course. Then we revise every time. We try to 

improve it as much as possible 

So that is based on the feedback of whoever took the course, you try to adjust it. 

Yes. The man-days and loading differ though. Sometimes the team, sometimes you have to add 

people because it suddenly occurs to you that the job is bigger in scope than expected, a team of 

5 wouldn’t cut it.. So you talk to someone: “oh, we need to include you in this teams and this 

would be your tasks.” So that also happens. The little project implementation details. Those are 

all included in the plan: all the manpower, all their tasks, the man-days. The project manager 

adjusts that when it is necessary. 

Is it normal for example you have already run this course several times but then every time 

you run it there are still little adjustments? 

Yeah, although you get better and things become more predictable, there will always be 

adjustments. Or things that happen, natural events. 

So these are the bases for your adjustments: the schedules, accommodations of 

participants, natural disasters and the likes. 
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Even things like the training venue. You do an ocular inspection but on the day of the training 

you realize that the activity you planned cannot be conducted. Like you needed bare walls, 

suddenly there are no bare walls. You need to figure it out. 

 

P2, Interview 

So I'm working for the National Economic and Development Authority and I don't know 

if  you're familiar with NEDA but the primary mandate is really to come up with a, usually a 6-

year socio-economic development plan for the whole country. So it changes every after 

elections. And then this unit where I belong is called the governance staff. It’s a newly created 

unit, created only in 2013. There was a government wide rationalization program and each 

agency was tasked to do some reorganizing/restructuring. At the time that we were doing the 

NEDA rationalization program, we focused on good governance—so it’s more on the DAP 

programs. 

 

From DAP, the Public Management Development Program. They've actually upgraded it into 

an MA program. But I don't agree with that. Because it only lasts for 6 months and as long as 

you are able to cope with the academic requirements plus in the end re-entry plan, you eran your 

MA degree. I felt that it was so unfair, while taking the regular MA. If you think about it my 

thesis, which is in the end comparable to a re-entry plan. I worked hard for my thesis and they 

only need to work on a re-entry plan, implementable within two years and something that’s 

already on-going. The activities only include, say for example: conduct a training, come up with 

an executive order or the likes. It’s not very strong on the research part which is what you 

could've learned by doing a masteral thesis.  But this program is part of the strategies of the Good 

Governance Reform Agenda which is to improve the competence of public services.  

 

 

So under this, DAP committed some programs. So they have this Career Executive Service 

Development Program. These are sectoral reforms. And then they also have this PMDP. It's 

essentially a leadership program with a strong emphasis on macroeconomics and 

microeconomics. Because in the past, the leadership programs they're only looking at purely 

leadership (like people handling) then the high potential, high-performing organizations. This 

one they included five days of macro/microeconomics so that more and more people would be 

aware of how important economic is in the way we're running our country.  Then producing a 

core of development-oriented workforce. The participants are middle managers and senior 

executives. You know that's the only think that I can think of that's in the PDP that’s related to 

human resource development because the others are on streamlining business processes, not 

HRD.  

 

And then included in the PDP are the targets for each year and for the entire term. In the case of 

DAP, they have a target of 202 senior executives and middle managers. We monitor this every 

quarter to ensure that they can keep up with their targets. We recommend what they can do to 

be right on target especially if they are slow on it or are straying. We offer them assistance such 
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as, would you want us to call a meeting? What kind of coordination with other agencies do you 

need? 

So you provide a strong support for these agencies to meet the targets and monitor their 

progress. 

And they also know that we're monitoring them because otherwise they won’t be as driven to 

achieve the targets. Before this system we had some kind of target but it does not encompass all 

the agencies. Usually it’s just the social, health indicators etc. but the others have nothing. But 

in this round, under the Aquino administration, the targets are more purposive. 

So this initiative just started under the current (2011-2016) administration focusing more 

on performance management and evaluation? 

Yes. Well, the good thing about this administration the President wants all your details are 

empirical, with data to back you up. When we present to him, he would look at the figures and 

ask so many questions. Some of those questions might be out of this world but he's grilling us 

because he’s very inquisitive. 

So the President wanted it to be very targeted and to have regular monitoring and 

evaluation. For that kind of practice, are you able to institutionalize it or it can change 

based on what the next President will want? Or at least those kinds of practices with more 

targeted monitoring can prevail, you think? 

I think here in NEDA, since we've already started it, whether or not the next president wants it 

that way, I think it's going to be a regular practice. We’ve already seen its value. Since it's easier 

for us now to make stories out of those figures because previously, it seemed intuitive. We pick 

up from what we have read. You’re not even sure whether it’s accurate or not. The stats are 

submitted by the different agencies, signed by their secretaries so of course they will not just 

submit something that's not accurate also. But that’s about it. 

So you see the value on how you run things or how you monitor everything else? 

And you are guided. This actually is a separate document that contains only this part, what we 

call the results matrix. It's also embedded in the development plan for easy viewing. For 

example, a portion of agencies and GOCCs complying with transparency seal. They have targets 

for that, DBM would submit updates to us. 

But in terms of monitoring ma'am is it still NEDA? Like for the NGAs and GOCCs are 

you the one who does it? 

No, that's the part of DBM. We just get a report from DBM coz they're the one holding the purse, 

which makes it easier. They can dangle it and say that we won't release your bonus unless you 

do this, which is what they did here. If you’ve heard of the performance based bonus, there are 

requirements linked to that. They have to have a transparency seal and they have to comply to 

the requirements in the website of the agency. They have a lot of that. So I think this system fast-

tracks the process 

 

We already used an indicator based on world governance indicators. We didn’t just make it out 

of thin air. We set up really high targets because we are comparing the Philippines against other 

countries in ASEAN. We failed to exclude Singapore whore performance was really high. so 

what happened was like government effectiveness, 70  is the target. As a result, we had a very 

low rating for this.  

So all those indicators include Singapore that's why the targets are very high? 

During our brainstorming session, NEDA took charge because none of the agencies would want 

to be primarily responsible for this. And it cuts across all agencies. So we used the WGI and got 
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a very high median.  When we were finalizing it, I actually wanted to back out. But the 

undersecretaries were kind-of hopeful about it and we just said we’ll see. Unfortunately, the 

targets were really high and weren’t met. 

This is already in the mid-update evaluation? 

Yes, only for this administration. The first one that used it.   

This was part of the update for the second half that’s why it’s already included.  

 

That’s why I think we encountered difficulties. The rest are on track except for some 

commitments of the Supreme Court. Although we keep saying that everything is in-process lahat 

and by the end of the administration the targets will be met, things are actually going slow 

because of the new Chief Justice. For every decision it is made en banc so all the processes have 

to go around. They have to approve which slows down the process. 

Minus Singapore, among the ASEAN countries, how is the Philippines based on rank?  

(TIGER CUB ECONOMIES) 

Actually, it depends on which component are you looking it. On voice and accountability, we 

see here. (Discussion based on mid-update) then political stability it’s a bit low.  (more 

discussion, see PDP midterm review) But it’s safe to say that we are in the median. We are not 

at the bottom.  

What specific parameters are used to measure the success of the initiatives indicated in 

your project?  What are the criteria for assessing the projects? 

It's more of meeting targets. Very focused. In other words, the agencies they make their 

commitments and that becomes their targets. Let's say for example, on the program of BIR: run 

after the tax-evaders or something. So they've actually targeted, let's say for this year, 120 cases 

filed. And those are the targets that they try to meet.  

Basically performance based on their targets, like the private sector 

If you will look at the general appropriations act on the DBM website, you can see the targets 

there. I think that one is more updated because budgeting is done on an annual basis which gives 

the agencies a venue to budget for the following year. That is their venue should there be any 

changes in their targets. They submit it to DBM on an annual basis, we just go the midterm 

update which includes the first three years already.  

That kind of commitment is cast in stone. Should they ask for a change or calibration, we ask 

them to justify. In some cases it will be allowed and how can you say no to chief justice if he 

changed everything. He might take it against us. That is justifiable because the initial target 

submitted did not have the benefit of discussions of supreme court en banc so that’s the 

justification. 

Based on how the agency or the department works, what their needs are and the extent 

that they can deliver. It makes sense because they know what they are capable of and the 

targets set by others outside of the department might be far-fetched.  

It's actually getting exciting, in my opinion. Governance in government is getting more exciting 

because it gets stricter and stricter and people are becoming more professional in the way that 

they do work. And they are more aware about the targets, always asking if they can meet those 

targets. And then there's COA which is very strict in auditing all the expenditures. If they see 

something questionable, they immediately release an audit observation memo.  

They keep track of it, and they already know what they need to look for. They can easily if it’s 

on target or not. And agencies need to justify why these are not met. If there is a delay, they 

probe on it. And then the nice thing about it is that they report to the public or posted on their 
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website so media people can pick it up. Transparency. COA updates it regularly and the agencies 

are really on their toes. 

 

Under this administration, there were very drastic reforms and it's evident. Especially on the 

focus on performance management and competency-based initiatives. He mentioned to us before 

that there are things under normal circumstances that you would consider as regular transactions 

but there's an element of corruption on the practice.  It made me realize that indeed, we do that 

all the time but never realize how wrong it is. 

It became a habit eventually considered normal. For so many years you think it's normal, 

there's nothing wrong with it. But if you look at the very systematic way, you can see the 

gaps.  

Well I would say that here in government now slowly we're really changing for the better. You 

can’t say it’s perfect but there have been so much positive changes compared to before.  There 

are still some bad things specially in implementing agencies, these big ones like DPWH. These 

are huge contracts that makes it difficult to regular but there are systems in place that’s why 

DPWH is being criticized as slow. But that is because the agency head is trying to instill systems 

to minimize corruption. And let’s face it, corruption is totally engrained and it’s very challenging 

to get rid of. Even with all the reforms made by the secretary I'm sure there’s still a lot of leakage. 

But you can see now, they’ve made huge savings and the cost of the projects are more realistic 

than before. Before, they were really mind-boggling. They were very expensive it seems 

unbelievable. DPWH is being criticized about being very slow. That the government is 

underspending. The underspending of government is largely on infrastructure because he makes 

sure that prior to implementation all holes or gaps should have been addressed first. It’s easy for 

the public to criticize because they really don't know what goes on. But they keep on 

complaining. They don't know how difficult it is to institute anti-corruption measures. 

Because if it's embedded in the bottom levels, change is really hard to come by. 

Did you know what they did in BOC? There was a time Secretary Purisima asked all the other 

agencies for manpower contribution to supervise the BOC.  And the other personnel from BOC 

that have questionable intentions were transferred to the Department of Finance where they had 

a special office. Here in NEDA I think they got two. They were really culture shocked. Because 

here in NEDA attendance is serious business, it’s a big deal. But in BOC, they might even forge 

the attendance. There, all their activities are financed by businessmen they deal with. That’s 

what they tried to change in BOC but proved to be very hard. They even fired several heads. 

Very challenging indeed to instill changes. The mere computerization of process, which should 

be easy is difficult to implement there. There's so much hindrance. So many factors try to stop 

it and these are financed by those who benefit from the slow process. Actually, Commissioner 

Lima is now pushing for a time and motion study. The goal is to shorten transactions. Academics 

are the one doing this, financed by USAid. The eventual outcome is computerization, human-

less transaction for a faster, more efficient process which is not done by the BIR. For BIR, it had 

huge impact in terms of collection. But in BOC, it’s very hard. 

So any policy that impacts the economy of the Philippines needs NEDA’s inputs?  

For multi-agency initiatives, NEDA always does its own study and it is used as a reference 

material when discussing in the cabinet.  If it has impact on the economy and affects the GDP 

and such, they always bring us in. Or is some agencies propose projects to the OP, we are asked 

to come up with a position. 
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So even the study on traffic, I presume, you have inputs. There are even write-ups about 

the Philippines losing several billion dollars every time. 

The study of JICA. Well, we have an infrastructure staff and part of their work is our transport 

planning. 

Does your institution have a direct or indirect impact on outputs for economic growth, if 

so how? 

Basically, our mandate is development planning, investment planning, project evaluation and 

monitoring and evaluation so it's in a way very limiting. Because we cannot implement eh. 

Sometimes that can be frustrating because you did the plan, you think it should be done this way 

but come implementation time, somehow it’s very different. Although that's from our 

perspective. I’m sure the implementing agencies have their own constraints which they also 

explain to us. In terms contribution towards economic development. 

The overall planning comes from your end but the implementation can be different based 

on the interest of the agency? 

But since we also have the monitoring and evaluation function, we are able to - not in all projects, 

especially those big projects - we are able to influence. Like for example, it's veering away from 

the plan, it's expected that NEDA would call the attention of the agency.  

So during those times, when you call the attention of the agency, there will be discussions 

and adjustments done based on their justifications as well? 

Sometimes they listen to NEDA, sometimes they don't. 

So what happens if they don't listen to or consider NEDA's recommendation? 

Well, we monitor the targets, right? And usually, these projects have phases. So when we get to 

phase 2, we include our evaluation of phase It's an inter-agency NEDA Board Investment 

Coordinating Committee so NEDA is just one vote. But we evaluate the projects and come up 

with a project evaluation report. Somehow, that’s our sphere of influence. 

That's where your feedback is reflected wherein this specific agency wasn't able to 

implement it or that there are gaps in the implementation. 

We cite our recommendation then it's up to the members of that board whether or not they will 

approve that phase. 

So based on your recommendations and feedback. 

We are very careful that our first evaluation report is technically sound. That it is evidence-based 

and then we say our piece. We recognize that our handling stops there. Sometimes you become 

emotional, you want to do something. There were some projects that I think shouldn’t have 

approved phase 2. I made it clear in the project evaluation report. But I can't do anything about 

it. The important thing is that we've said our piece and it was clear on the records. Sometimes 

we note that our recommendation is approved subject to compliance to these conditions: 1, 

2,3,4,5. We do it to require the agency to submit these things prior to implementation and before 

contract signing.  

But still sometimes it doesn't push through. 

Well, sometimes the committee accepts the recommendation of the NEDA secretariat, 

sometimes not. Sometimes only a portion is adopted. And at that level, we don’t have any say 

on that.  

So is it the discretion of the agency or the head? 

Or the inter-agency. Sometimes on the level of the President. If it’s a massive project since it is 

NEDA board so the President is the chairman. At that level, it can still change.  

So it depends really on which level the decision needs to be made? 
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That’s why from our end, in terms of HRD we really sharpen our project evaluation skills. Year-

in, year-out, we always have trainings. So our HRD is really equipped with that. Even the RP is 

from here. The experienced ones are usually from the infrastructure staff. We also have RPs 

from the academe to provide the theoretical pinnings and at the same time if there’s a new 

approach to evaluation, they will be able to teach and update us. So in-house provides the 

practical learning while the academe provides the theoretical.  

On your part at least it’s the application and implementation so you are able to incorporate 

it. 

The younger ones here, they really look forward to the project evaluation training. That's the 

exciting part for them. 

What are the current or new partnerships with the national or local government, 

organizations or other stakeholders that support the strategy? At least for the current 

projects, are there private sector involvements?  

The major initiative that we started last year, we have this initiative to institute regulatory 

reforms in the Philippines. This is actually a commitment under the Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation (APEC) since 2010. Somehow, no government agency from the Philippines was 

able to spearhead this. In other words, we’ve been left out by other countries. Others are 

already quiet advanced, while the Philippines is just starting out. And NEDA was the one who 

took it because it just so happened that we attended one APEC meeting and we were the ones 

sitting-in on that and realized we have a commitment that nobody took charge of. And then we 

were able to get technical assistance from ADB so last year for one whole year, we had a 

consultant here from ADB. He shared best practice in terms of regulatory and assessment is 

Australia and New Zealand. While he was here, he taught us on how to do the assessment. We 

also worked on practice cases such as on overtaxing and the likes. For the plastic bags, how do 

you regulate? That’s what we are working on now.  

We have also tied up with the Department of Tourism and Department of Labor since they are 

also recipients of the technical assistance from ADB, also on regulatory and assessment. This 

year we're planning to expand to other agencies as we do our own capability-building, in-

house in NEDA. Since we are new to this area and we are small in size, we involve other staffs 

within NEDA. The sector staff. I think our headcount is around 27 and we call ourselves 

governance movers. So while we do internal capacity-building, at the same we are starting the 

capacity building for other agencies. We are at the expansion stage. This year, we are 

including DTI, SEC and DA. Based on the interviews that we have done, there are a lot of 

regulations issues in these agencies mentioned, even if they say that there are no bases for such 

issues.  

At the same time, we are happy that the Senate initiated a reviewof all laws to weed out the 

outdated ones. Because we still have laws circa commonwealth, 1940s. The Public Land 

Management Law is still being used and hasn’t been updated all these years. And then 

recently, we were invited by the National Competitiveness Council which is headed by Dean 

Luz. This is actually composed of both government and private sector and they have a lot of 

initiatives. Part of the initiatives is to have an annual awarding of most competitive city and 

there will be clear indicators used. Another new project we are supporting them with is their 

Project Repeal which is still in the conceptualization phase. We brainstormed together with 

people from the Senate, the Congress and some private businessmen. The agreement is not to 
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touch Republic Acts (RA) at this time since it is election period etc. and if ever we start 

looking into the RAs, let us look at the most outdated ones first. We think the most outdated 

ones won’t face a lot of resistance since the authors are most likely dead by now. I think it 

makes sense because they can become stumbling blocks with the land titling law. It is always 

cited in court so you cannot really argue with it since it is written in the law. It legalizes it. 

And then on the part of the executive, DTI is starting to compile their executive orders on 

certain regulations. Initially, they will be making an inventory of it and then eventually 

determine which ones are to be repealed, that’s why it is called Project Repeal. From our end, 

as soon as we start on the new development plan, part of the development plan is a legislative 

agenda we will check if it is related to those that need to be repealed. That is our contribution 

to the project plus of course yung, we have the network, with partners from other countries 

who are already doing the same thing. We have partnerships with Mexico, with Malaysia for 

RURB (Reducing Unnecessary Regulatory Burden). The Malaysian initiative is something we 

are trying hard to copy. 

So you're benchmarking with Malaysia. 

Yes and then we're talking with DAP on Friday since a huge part of it is on capacity-building. 

This is actually on administrative simplification. Simplification of processes of government 

transactions. It seems like an easy feat but it is actually difficult. So when we saw the Malaysian 

cases we seek the assistance of DAP. Another factor why we wanted to work with DAP is that 

their programs cater to different agencies. So if we can include this in the curriculum it can reach 

other agencies faster compared to what we're doing now, We’re still in the pilot stage. Last year 

we had two agencies, this year we have three. But if we work with DAP, the reach is instantly 

wider.  

P1 also mentioned that they are also going to review all their courses and rationalize them 

since they noticed overlaps and some are not relevant anymore. He mentioned that this 

February, they are going to propose that to DBM. 

I thought they already did. Maybe that's a new plan for 2017. Because for 2016, it has already 

been approved by DBM. That's the reason why they asked us to come to a meeting on Friday. 

They have the budget now and all they need is the support from NEDA because we are the ones 

with the network with other agencies. Something which they lack. 

How will the results or outputs of these capacity-building initiatives support the economic 

goals or growth of the country? 

The only way by which we can influence economic growth in the country is through our 

mandate. 

So it also goes back to the PDP. Whatever is posted that's when you compare it to the actual 

results? 

Yes, and the PDP serves as a guide, what the country should be doing in the next 6 years. We 

cannot do more than that because that is our mandate. So it’s development planning, 

programming of projects in the PDP and monitoring of projects. 

The coverage of the PDP is in congruence with the President's term? So July 1 until the 

last day of the plan period? 

No actually it's by the year. So for the current one, 2011-2016. 

So for this year, it will be in effect until the end of the year?  

Yes. Since the new administration will be starting July. The new administration can’t really start 

immediately. They still need to prepare. Most likely planning for the new PDP will start in 

September. Although here in NEDA, January to June we're already doing the assessments. 
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This is January to June annually? 

No, prior to the election. We do have annual. Actually quarterly, but the reporting is on annually. 

We have socio-economic reports that are published at the end of the year. But on a special year, 

the election year, that is the end of the plan period. 

How long is the planning period? So it's the first half of the election year. 

That’s the assessment part. And then the new president will share his development priorities 

probably around August or September. It’s still a busy period with the appointments and such. 

And then by August or September, whatever the priorities he will set, that will be our basis in 

crafting the PDP. But we will be able to influence the figures based on the performance of the 

previous administration. We provide the feasibility on whatever priorities the new president will 

have based on what happened last year since we already did the assessment. 

So after that, once the new president gives you a list of his priorities, what is NEDA’s 

timeline to come up with the new PDP? 

The end of the election year. But sometimes it spills over to January. But of course we try to 

finish everything by yearend. We still do a lot of consultations.   

So you need to coordinate with a lot of agencies for coordination and inputs.  

Agencies, civil society. It’s much more complicated. We have to consult civil society 

organizations and we visit all the regions.  

So in crafting the PDP, it's not just the agencies. You also come in contact with civil society 

and other stakeholders. 

Actually for the planning committees, each chapter has a planning committee. With each 

planning committee, we have CSO representatives. But you cannot generalize that one CSO’s 

view represents all CSOs. Even if we have 2 to 4 CSOs as members of the PC, we conduct 

separate consultations with them. Usually it is one whole day and we invite all CSOs especially 

those who were unable to participate in previous consultations. In fact, some would actually 

complain that they weren’t invited but from our end we just know the umbrella CSO so we 

would assume that all concerns have been coursed through them. We do not know who the key 

CSOs for them, right? At the same time we go to all the regions to get the views of the locals.  

That’s for specific regional needs. So it's a long process but you only have until the year 

end? 

Yes. And then certain chapters would have private sector representatives like on trade services. 

So you mentioned earlier that for the PDP, you have quarterly assessments and annual 

assessments. But for the actual adjustments, it only comes midterm. That means the first 

three years, no adjustment, just monitoring and assessments? Based on those annual 

monitoring and assessments is the midterm adjustment. 

Yes, and then the next adjustment would be in the new plan. 

So it is still based on the results of the previous plan if it's part of the priority of the new 

administration? That’s it? 

Usually almost everything from the previous plan is included. However, but in terms of 

prioritization, that's what changes. Like under the incumbent’s term, we focused on good 

governance. Other administrations, they might not but we can't be sure about that. 

Of course it depends on the direction that the new president wants to take. Finally, the 

basis for adjustments, is it still just the actual results or sometimes there are inputs from 

other agencies or input from the president that needs to consider. Like what are the other 

bases for adjustments? 
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First is the level of accomplishments vis-a-vis the targets. Then the priorities that have been 

spelled out by the new administration. And then there may be events or occurrences that were 

not anticipated. Like for example in the past, the 1997 Asian financial crisis. Then recently, 

the drop of oil prices. These are really unanticipated so we adjust the targets accordingly. 

Even something as drastic as an oil price drop, if it happened the first year, the adjustment 

will still be in midterm? 

Well, for instances such as that one, wherein the impact is really big, we adjust it immediately.  

So if the impact is really big. You can adjust it after the event. So when you look at the 

midterm adjustment, it has already been considered. The adjustment is immediate.  

Like global events. 

Well, it would be problematic and difficult if the event happened the first year then you 

still have to wait two more years to make adjustments.  

I think even in the civil service, they want to adjust the wording of their targets regarding the 

anti-red tape act. Because initially, they didn’t differentiate it for all agencies. Then during the 

midterm update, they prioritized looking at the service offices, those providing front line 

services. So that became their target. For other agencies, they deprioritized it since their efforts 

are diluted since some of them are not front-liners and can be ignored or delisted. So it takes up 

their time and they would rather concentrate on those service agencies. So we did that. 

 

Let's say for example, with the 100 agencies, front-liners are only 50. So the other 50 are non-

performing and can even bring down the ratings. It affects the overall performance when the 

others shouldn’t have been rated in the first place.  

So instead of wasting their time waiting for the adjustment period, you can adjust it 

immediately with minimal impact.  

 

P3, Interview 

How does your institution help in the capacity-building of the Philippines? 

We have a counterpart plan for PDP.  We are formulating the National Technical Education 

Skills Development Plan. It is a medium-term plan and what we have right now is the 2011-

2016 plan. The directions for the TVET sector and the medium term policies and strategies are 

defined there. Our main objective is to develop globally competitive Filipino workforce.  

So this NTESDP is linked to the demands of the PDP? 

Basically, on top is the PDP then it is a translated to the Labor and Employment Plan. We used 

these two plans to come up with the NTESD Plan. Basically we call it NTSD, this is the 

government’s plan to how to manage and implement technical and vocational training in the 

Philippines. So all the policies, strategies and various programs are included there.  

Based on the plan, what are the priority programs? 

We defined it there as patterned to the PDP so we have an identified PDP 10. These are key 

employment indicators. TVET programs are focused on these key employment indicators to 

address specific manpower requirements of identified sectors. 

 

The resources of the government is limited so we need to prioritize what are the identified 

priority industries and sectors and as a result is likewise prioritized by our institution in terms 
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of programs and services in order to develop the manpower and address the manpower 

requirements of these sectors. Internally, we conduct sectoral and industry consultations. We 

meet with the private sector like the electronic sector for us to know their critical skills 

requirements and how many is the manpower demand. Then based on these indicators, we use 

it prioritize and develop our training regulations. Training regulations include the competency 

standards or the skills and qualifications a participant will acquire upon graduation. It also 

includes the training standards or how trainers are expected to conduct these programs. Finally, 

it includes the assessment and certification arrangement or how participants will be evaluated 

based on the skills they have acquired.  Training regulations are the bases for the programs to 

be registered or recognized as offerings of technical vocational schools. As a matter of policy, 

all programs of a TVI should be registered before it is offered to the public. Otherwise, it is 

considered illegal. Training obtained in these institutions will not be recognized and no national 

certificate will be awarded to the participant. Even if the institutions presents their own 

certificate to the participant, it will not be recognized as official TESDA certificate. We have 

our registry and each certificate has its own registry number in our system. Although they can 

be given an assessment and certification based on the level of expertise. We apply a recognition 

of prior training or based on their experiences or exposures, we can assess them and issue a 

corresponding certificate. If from a certain job experience or exposure, one is able to obtain a 

set of skills or competencies and they pass the assessment, we can either issue a national 

certificate or a certificate of competency. So what is the difference between a NC and a COC? 

Basically, for a participant to obtain an NC, one has to complete a set of modules which 

corresponds to a set of competency. After assessment, if the participant is able to pass all the 

modules corresponding to the complete set of competency, he/she is awarded with a NC. 

However, if one only successfully pass a number of competencies out of the complete set of 

competencies, he/she is only awarded a Certificate of Competency corresponding the 

competency he/she was able to master.  It means that the participant is only able to perform 

specific competencies and not the complete set of competencies needed for a job. 

 

TESDA’s vision is to be the leading partner in the development of the Filipino workforce with 

world-class competence and positive work values. Its mission is to provide directions, policies, 

program and standards towards quality technical education and skills development. We at 

TESDA believe in demonstrated competence, institutional integrity, personal commitment and 

deep sense of nationalism. 

 

With the K to 12 program, TVET is incorporated into the education system. Once the student 

finishes senior high school, under the TVET track, NC I and NC II which are usually obtained 

through TESDA programs/TVI will be awarded to the students who pass the assessment. 

 

TESDA consists of the TESDA Board which is the policy-making body. Currently, the Board 

is composed of 22 members and it is private-sector dominated with 14 members coming from 

the private sector. And the TESDA Secretariat which starts with the Office of the Secretary or 

Office of the Director General and the field offices. Here in the central office, we have the 

executive offices including the planning office. TESDA is likewise present in all regions and 

provinces nationwide. In Metro Manila, it is divided into 6 districts. We recognize that the 

business sector are the ones who know what skills they need and so they should be the ones to 

dictate their needs and skills requirements. The labor sector representatives are the ones in the 
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firms and they are aware of the actual work situations that can be used as inputs in crafting the 

training programs. And also the association of TVET institutions since they are the ones 

implementing the training programs.   

 

In terms of economic and social development, TESDA is contributing to education and training, 

employment and ultimately poverty alleviation. We do local and global labor market intelligence 

to understand the labor demand and that is translated to training regulations that will equip the 

participants with the needed skills and competencies to ensure that the labor supply will have 

the best job fit.  

 

TESDA is an attached agency of the DOLE to be able to link the training to the requirements of 

the labor sector. We also have a role on poverty alleviation. Once you are able to empower a 

person and is able to work and contribute to their families and economic development, their 

socio-economic standing is made better.  

 

Our core business is on direction-setting, policy formulation, labor market information, plan 

formulation and research allocation. TESDA is mandated to supervise and manage the entire 

TVET delivery chain whether implemented in school, center, and enterprise or community-

based. To also help the stakeholders, we offer technical assistance and capability building. We 

also provide scholarship programs PESFA (Private Education Students Financial Assistance) 

and TWSP. PESFA is governed by law. Annually, it has a P200 million budget. PESFA is a 

poverty-reduction initiative whose target families are below the poverty threshold. TWSP is 

implemented to address the specific critical skills requirements of industries. TESDA is both an 

implementer and a regulator.  PDP 10 indicated in the MPSDP. 

 

One of the major reforms instituted by TESDA is the adoption of competency-based TVET 

system. Under competency-based TVET, TESDA draws up competency standards in 

partnership with industry, which are officially promulgated by the TESDA Board as Training 

Regulations. The Training Regulations include the minimum training standards by which 

programs are qualified and registered. The process takes into consideration four essential 

components of training delivery: the curriculum, the qualification of trainers, the tools and 

equipment available as well as training facilities. All technical vocational education and training 

programs offered by public and private technical institutions are required to get prior authority 

from TESDA through a mandatory process of Program Registration. The same competency 

standards become the basis for competency assessment which has been declared by the TESDA 

Board as mandatory. 

How do you monitor the consistency of TVIs in training delivery? 

For compliance audit, all the training programs registered are subject to compliance audit a year 

after their registration to ensure that there is continuous compliance to the standards set. After 

which, compliance audit is done every two years.  

 

For assessment and certification, its counterpart are the licensure exams implemented by the 

PRC which is for the issuance of professional licenses. TESDA is for the skilled workers.  
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All the skilled workers issued with national certifications appear on our registry of workers 

assessed and certified. Employers can readily verify the authenticity of the employee’s 

certificates.   

Are the certificates only valid for a specific period of time? How long? And once the 

certificate expires, does the certificate holder need to re-enroll? 

The validity period depends on the training regulation. It also depends on the industry standards. 

If an amendment or revision is done on the training regulation, then the implementation will 

change and therefore will be subjected to a new assessment instrument. The policy is that when 

amendments occur, the institutions have a year to “migrate” or align to the new training 

regulations. Normally, after it expires, they are once again subjected to assessment and 

certification. 

What are the current or new partnerships with national government, local organizations 

and other stakeholders will support your strategy? 

Currently, TESDA, in partnership with the DOLE, is conducting on-site assessments. This is for 

the areas with large concentrations of OFWs. TESDA assessors visit and conduct assessments 

to provide an opportunity for OFWs to obtain NCs and COCs. Especially now that there are 

companies abroad who require their workers to have corresponding TESDA certificates. So 

instead of our OFWs flying back just for that, we go and conduct it where they are located 

through our TESDA assessors. For household service workers, they are required to have 

TESDA-issued NC which they can also use when they go back to the Philippines and can help 

them look for work. For maritime workers, this is mandatory. 

 

In 2012, we only have 3 regions certified with ISO but now it’s nationwide. TESDA is also into 

partnership with industry associations in terms of TR development, enterprise-based training, 

skills competition and co-management of training centers. For public and private training centers 

for the training delivery. With other government agencies in terms of policy and planning, inter-

sectoral consultation and concession, relationship building with international organizations like 

IMO, JICA, ADB, World Bank etc. for technical assistance and cooperation. We can access 

their funding for facilities and equipment improvement and capacity-building of personnel.  

Are there any adjustments done during the implementation of the program and what are 

the bases for these adjustments? 

Mandatory revision are done after five years. But that does not mean that we wait five years for 

adjustments to be done. It can be shortened based on the indications coming from the industry. 

Especially in the IT/BPO sectors, once technology changes, there needs to be reviews or 

amendments done. Overall, based on indications from the industry especially for emerging 

requirements. Based on industry consultations, we prioritize it. It’s a long process. The final 

approval is from the TESDA Board. So it’s a series of consultation and validation from all 

stakeholders. 

On average, how long does the adjustment take place? 

It depends on the availability of industry experts. Usually it takes several months. As I said it’s 

a series of consultation and validation from all stakeholders. At the start, we have the 

competency mapping which defines the specific skills and competencies needed. Then we 

translate it into a curriculum. This includes the list of facilities and equipment, supplies and 

materials and the layout of the workshop. This has to be well-defined in the TR.  
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Emerging policies defined by the government can also be a basis for adjustment. For example, 

the emerging trends today on climate change, environment protection, disaster risk reduction 

etc. Those can also be bases for amendments on the TR.  

What are the specific parameters that you use to measure the success of the program? 

One of our outcome measures is the employability of TVET graduates. Starting 2011, we 

conduct an annual impact evaluation study of TVET programs. The latest result for 2014 

indicates that 65.4% of graduates find employment within 6 months after training. Compared to 

the employability of higher education graduates, this figure is higher. We also conduct an 

employer satisfaction survey wherein employers are asked how satisfied with the performance 

of the graduates.  

 

P4, Interview 

How are your projects and trainings prioritized? 

For trainings, first you have to understand the role of TESDA. TESDA is a policy-making body. 

We formulate policies, develop programs and standards. In so doing, we formulate development 

plans for the direct providers and stakeholders can refer to. Programs are not specific training 

programs but like the Training for Work Scholarship Program. It is a program that provides 

opportunities and access to those who are looking for jobs and at the same time help the 

industries and employers to be able to get the workers that they need. It actually started when 

we started with the BPO industry in the Philippines, early 2000. In 2006, the BPO industry was 

having a difficult time to look for the right workers. Even if there are educated people, they do 

not have the right communication skills. We need to give them further training. So that’s how 

the training program was started. We address the mismatch between demand and supply. So it 

depends on what the industry needs. For the Technical Education Skills Training Program, it’s 

not so much of the mismatch because we can easily adjust to what is required in the industry. 

We can even customize the programs that is needed by the industry. We work closely with 

industry associations, for example the semi-conductor industry. So they would need production 

workers and they are the ones who tell us what they want and need. They provide the standards 

of the program and we develop it from there together with them. So basically, the programs are 

delivered according to these standards so there will be no mismatch. A mismatch can occur if 

the demand is in a different region but the workers available are elsewhere and they cannot 

easily relocate. So the problem is geographic. And the other would be because the jobs are there 

but the preferences of the people do not match these jobs available. It’s matched but you can’t 

force people to just go and take these jobs especially the college graduates. They have certain 

prejudices against working in the BPO companies. When they find out about the work, they 

think it’s not for them, that it is very low type of job for them. There is also a lack of information. 

When people don’t know the jobs that are available or when people know that there are jobs but 

it’s a misimpression of the job. Like for the BPOs, they think people there are just phone 

operators. But they’re not. They solve problems, answer questions and they have tp have 

technical know-how.  

 

We also think of other programs that address the specific needs of a region. We have to develop 

other programs that fit our client. 

So you develop region-specific programs to address needs specific to the area? 
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Yes. Since there are peculiarities in the region, these regional offices capture what the area 

needs. And there are other stakeholders in the region so we allow them and encourage them to 

work with those partners. What programs should the area focus on? It depends on what resources 

available. We want TESDA to be a transformational institution that you are able to adopt to the 

requirements of the industries. We are present in all provinces and we encourage our provincial 

offices to think of the program that will best suit their locality. That’s why we also have the so-

called community-based programs. In the development, we can easily develop programs and 

match the demand because we have that technology of defining what are the skills required, the 

standards and training programs that need to be adapted. We also have an apprenticeship 

program which is mandated by law. A company can hire apprentices and train them. So training 

within employment. 

What are the specific parameters that you use to measure the success of the program? 

The main performance measure would be employment. These skills training program should 

lead to something productive and will provide the graduates means for their livelihood. We 

measure our success through the employment of the graduates. So to do this, we conduct a 

survey every year. It’s an average of 1.6 million graduates annually and these graduates can 

either come from the TVET programs, community-based trainings or apprenticeship programs. 

They should be employed within 6 months to a year upon graduation. The latest results showed 

that 65% of graduates are employed within 6 months to a year. Beyond a year, some even reach 

90%. For some participants, they only enroll for the summer or during school break and then go 

back to university after so they are some of those who don’t go directly for employment. 

Whether it is self-employment or company-employment, it doesn’t matter.  

How do the results or output of the programs support the economic goals of the country? 

It is linked especially in 2013 when the government would like a roadmap that is aligned to the 

PDP. All the agencies created a roadmap aligned to the PDP. For TESDA, we have two 

outcomes. The government agencies have 3 cabinet clusters and TESDA belongs to the cluster 

on human development and poverty reduction cluster together with DSWD, DepEd, CHED and 

DOLE. We were asked to come up with a roadmap aligned to the country’s goals. For TESDA 

it is 1.) Filipinos with competencies and life skills to pursue economic opportunities. Under this, 

the strategies are to expand access to quality technical-vocational training and develop 

workforce competencies required in key growth areas. So that’s where the programs come in. 

We train them based on what is needed in the area or what resources are present in the area. And 

then after the training, we give them tool kits. For example beauty care, we provide start-up kits. 

For financial assistance, this is for the very poor people not more than P100, 000 annual income 

and are high school graduates. Then we also have mobile training labs wherein we bring these 

equipment to the identified 40 poorest provinces. For the key growth areas, these are identified 

sectors with very high demand like BPOs, constructions, agri-fisheries and manufacturing. We 

are also aligned with different agencies. The 255 training regulations were developed based on 

the industries’ demand of skilled workers.  

How do you monitor the conduct of training of your registered institutions to ensure 

uniformity? 

Registration already outlines the standards we expect such as the curriculum, delivery 

methodology and we are quality assured. Then we audit them annually at first and then every 

two years. This includes auditing of equipment and trainers. We do not have an academic 

calendar and implement a free-entry, free-exit system. This means that participants can join 
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anytime and are individually-paced. Trainers act as mere facilitators based on the participant’s 

pace. So the period of completion differs for each individual.  

How does the country’s current economic performance affect the design or 

implementation of the programs? 

It definitely affects our design and implementation based on the industry’s direction. If the 

current leaders decide to focus on specific industries coming in, we are very responsive to these 

changes. In the same way, if there are forecasts based on the leader’s foresight based on country 

visits, we also create those things. In all the economic negotiations, TESDA is included since 

there is a human resource requirement which we deliver. We are very much market and industry-

led. That is the very purpose we are created. 

Are there any adjustments done during the implementation of the program and what are 

the bases for these adjustments? 

Adjustment in terms of our scholarship programs and funding. And if we are given more money, 

then there’s more recipients. Also, it depends on the investors coming in and what their 

requirements are. Another case is in instances of drop-outs, we find workarounds to help the 

participants. We also adjust based on our own evaluations after the program for example when 

graduates are not employed after 6 months, then we provide assistance in order for them to find 

work. 

 

P5, Interview  

What is your designation? 

Senior Labor and Employment Officer and designated Administrative Unit Head of the 

Department of Labor and Employment’s Bureau of Workers with Special Concern. 

What are the specific capacity building initiatives and objectives undertaken by your 

institution? 

As a unit, we are in charge specifically on concerns of the youth. The main objective is to make 

the youth more employable. It’s not for them to really earn but more of equipping them with 

skills that will be useful once they formally enter the workforce. Just to put everything in 

perspective, in 2008, the DOLE noticed that statistics would show that a lot of youth are 

unemployed. I always say that if Jose Rizal said that the youth is the hope of the nation, then 

how can they be if they are unproductive? Of course the DOLE did not take this sitting down. 

We created the YE-YE project which stands for Youth Education-Youth Employability. It aims, 

as I mentioned, to make the youth more employable and at the same time to partner with private 

companies. It is essentially a partnership between the government and the private sector. 

The aim is for the youth to be exposed to actual work situations, this is what we mean by capacity 

building. For them not to necessarily earn but after their training and then they apply, they have 

skills that can be compatible to what the employers are looking for. Because the joke of the 

youth is that how can I have experience when I apply if companies wouldn’t allow me to work? 

This is especially true for fresh college graduates. So this program equips them with the 

necessary experience. If that would be how they would be empowered and have more 

capabilities, experience and training then I think it is working.  

 

Internally, for the staff of the BWSC, I ensure that all of our staff are trained on necessary for 

the job. HR is also under me. Youth, women, informal economy, sugar workers and monitoring 
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division are the five divisions under our bureau and I also need to ensure that the needed 

manpower for each is filled. So I facilitate the recruitment process as well. As for capacity 

building for the staff, with the assistance of our monitoring division, we ensure that our staff is 

up-to-date with labor laws, orientations on relevant topics and all other trainings. But we also 

make sure that each staff is given an opportunity to be trained outside such as trainings under 

the Civil Service Commission and other institutions. They are trained on leadership, auditing, 

records management etc. Especially for those given special roles, they should always be trained 

for them to be more productive and for them to do what they have to do. The director is very 

specific on that. I’m also happy that the director is conscious on that and ensure that all the staff 

have equal access and opportunities to trainings.  If you train people, they give back and work 

better so we think money is well-spent on that.  

 

Our directive will eventually be transferred to the Bureau of Local Employment since they 

would have a better idea of what their locality needs. 

What are other private institutions are you partnering with? 

There are schools and other institutions who approach us and want to be partners. One of them 

wanted to cover the industrial companies in a specific industrial park in the south. We are still 

discussing with them so nothing is final yet. We will be implementing the same guidelines but 

the specifics would be more complicated since we do not know if all these industrial companies 

would have individual contracts or would operate as one group. So far, we only have one existing 

partnership but the reach is nationwide since it is a big company.  

How are these programs prioritized? 

For the whole bureau, the five division chiefs, despite handling lot of concerns and projects, 

there are discussions in the pipeline during the annual strategic planning. So at the start of the 

year, we already know what to focus on. Though there would be ad hoc projects or unexpected 

concerns that need to be focused on. We are aligned with the LEP. 

What are the parameters used to measure the success of the program/s? 

First of all, it’s natural for us to ask: let me see the numbers. So it’s the number of beneficiaries. 

We also give them the stories behind the numbers. The secretary is very interested in these 

stories she calls “kwentong may kwenta” (stories with value). We’re actually very proud of the 

success stories of these youth who have overcome challenges and have become productive 

members of the society. So basically, it’s the numbers and the stories behind these numbers. To 

actually see that we have made a difference in the lives of these youth after the program. 

How you do you link the results of these programs to its economic impact on the country? 

For me, we have seen from the stats that a lot of the youth were unproductive. They were not 

working. Some have reached college level, or worse, graduated college but for some reason still 

cannot find work. If we and our partners are able to help them find work and for them to be 

productive, for me it’s ripple effect. They earn, they pay their taxes so it benefits the country. 

They buy things and contribute to the GDP. And we also like to remind our beneficiaries that 

before their situation is different, and now that they have overcome it, it is their duty to share 

this and introduce other youth they may know to these opportunities. Sort of giving back. It 

would also benefit the economy because if these youth are able to help other youth become more 

productive members of the society, then more people actually benefit from it. It’s a domino 

effect. That for me is how the program helps the country’s economy. 

How does the country’s current economic performance affect the design and 

implementation of the program?  
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Well first of all, in terms of money matters, it’s the private company’s status that affects the pay 

out to beneficiaries. So I guess if the economy is in a slump, then the partner companies are 

affected and that can lessen the number of beneficiaries. I guess that’s the only thing. 

How often do you evaluate the results of the program? 

Ideally, it should be quarterly. We coordinate with our regional offices. In the event that there 

are complaints, we give feedback to our partners. But realistically, twice a year. Although we 

get monthly reports from the partners.  

What are the adjustments during the implementation and what are the bases for the 

adjustments? 

As for the YE-YE, based on the communication with regional offices, they wanted a more active 

and bigger role in the implementation. They don’t want to just be witnesses in the MOA. Age 

of beneficiaries to accommodate the youth within the limits of the labor law. We just made some 

issues and definitions clear. Technical labels that should be within the law.  
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEWS (TAIWAN) 

T1, Interview 

I found a document from the USAid website about the JCRR but I think it’s mostly 

about the results. 

There was a book published on the 30th anniversary of the organization and I was one of the 

editors. That’s a detailed history of what JCRR had done. JCRR was founded in 1948 in 

Nanjing, China. The first capital of China.  

 

You know now I retired already some time ago. I retired from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

in 2007 as an Ambassador in a European country. I have a varied career. I first worked at the 

JCRR in 1963 and then I transferred to the Office of the President in 1993. So I worked here at 

JCRR until its successor, the Council of Agricultural Development. JCRR as a Sino-American 

institute set-up to promote rural reconstruction in post-war China. And it was funded with 

USAid as well as staffed with some American specialists. The Commission is the top 

authority, the policy-making body. At first it had 5 commissioners; 3 Chinese, 2 Americans 

then it was reduced to 2 Chinese and 3 Americans. At that time, the government here did not 

have a Ministry of Agriculture so it served as a ministry of agriculture. It’s a very interesting 

institution funded by USAid but actually, it worked for the government in Taiwan. But of 

course it had to work closely with other ministries that have something to do with the 

agriculture sector. 

So the creation of JCRR is focused mostly on the agriculture? 

Yes. But of course agriculture as it is used here includes a lot of things. Also includes crops, 

animal industry, fishery and forestry. So it’s very inclusive. 

Towards the development of the JCRR, do you think it was instrumental in helping 

Taiwan evolve from an agricultural to an industrial one? 

Not exactly but JCRR was mainly concerned in promoting agriculture and rural development 

but in the process, it also largely contributed to the industrialization because at first you see 

that agriculture was focused on providing enough food for the population. However, it also 

promoted the development of crops, the so-called economic crops like asparagus, mushrooms, 

sugar cane and rice for export. So in the early stage, we exported a lot of rice to Japan and also 

sugar cane to many other countries including the US and Europe. Asparagus, mushrooms but 

mostly cane. Gradually, JCRR became involved in developing a lot of crops for exports. So in 

this way, we were able to earn a lot of foreign exchange which was then used for promoting 

industrialization. So JCRR was indirectly, not directly involved in the industrialization of 

Taiwan. 

When the JCRR was conceptualized, what do you think was the reason why they created 

the commission? 

When it was first conceptualized, China was in a very difficult time because of the war, WWII 

then there was a civil war started by the communist. So in 1948, a large part of mainland 

China had already been taken over by the communist. The US was a wartime ally of China, it 

got a lot of military and economic aid. So after the war, the US was trying to help China to 

develop its rural parts. China was still very backwards and poor at that time. The two 

governments thought that it might be the best policy is to develop its agriculture to provide 

enough food for the people and to develop the people as well. Soon after, a year after, 
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mainland China was taken over by the communists so JCRR was moved to Taiwan. And of 

course that time, Taiwan and its government was poor as well. And so the USAid was very 

important. Taiwan had no industries to speak of at that time and it was the US started with 

agriculture. That’s why the US got involved. JCRR was very important. But at first, it was 

purely aid from the US that funded it but gradually it got funded by our own government. For 

instance, at that time I joined JCRR, it was already using a lot of money from the Taiwan 

government.   

 

JCRR was not just involved in agriculture. It was also involved, for instance, in the 

improvement of rural sanitation and health. At that time there was a rural health division 

which was involved in improving health and sanitation of the rural people. And finally family 

planning which was very important since the as the economy gradually developed, the 

economy also increased a lot. So the JCRR and the government thought that maybe they 

should introduce a program to control the population. 

How were these objectives prioritized? 

I think first is crop production and animal production like pigs, poultry and fish; aquaculture.  

 

Since most of the people were involved in agriculture so the farm population was the 

overwhelming majority so they decided to focus on it first since it will have bigger impact. 

And there was no money for industry since it requires a lot of infusion of capital. It was wise 

to start with agriculture first. Industries eventually started with the processing of agricultural 

products like canned asparagus, canned pineapples and sugar refinery. 

What were the parameters they used to measure the program’s success? 

During the process, the JCRR and the government worked together in initiating a program 

under which tenants would become owner-tiller. They own the land and they till the land. That 

was very important. The so-called farm land reform program. Under which tenants/tiller/the 

small farmer were made owner of the land they till. To do this, the government had to provide 

compensation to the landowner or the landlords. The compensation was in the form of bonds 

and also shares in state enterprises. At that time, the government had several number of state-

owned enterprises and the stocks there were transferred to the landlords for compensation. 

And then the land was gradually transferred to the tiller or tenants. The small farmers then 

gradually paid back the government in installments. They have to buy the land with loans 

given by the government. Preferential, low interest loans. And they pay back in installments in 

the form of products, not monetary. For instance, a rice farmer can pay back his loans with 

sack of rice.  

So they don’t have to sell it first? 

No. They pay with the products they were able to produce in the land that they have. 

For the JCRR, the expected results were that the tillers will have their own land and that 

they will be productive and in turn pay the government a portion of what they produced. 

That facilitated the economic activities. So that’s the expectation? 

The land was an important incentive at that time. For instance, production of rice increased 

rapidly in a very short period of time. And so very soon you see the rice production rose to a 

peak.  

So due to the high production, it fueled the economy. 

Yes, so that’s why the outputs of almost all the products increased rapidly like the rice, sugar 

cane and other export crops. Due to that, Taiwan was able to earn dollars from the exports of 
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the surplus. It became instrumental in the development of the economy and its move to 

industrialization. 

We can say that increased production resulted in higher productivity, surplus exported 

and used to earn foreign currency which led to a direct impact in the economic growth. 

 

During that time, what other institutions were partnering with JCRR? 

Yes, we had a lot of experimental research institutes which helped research on the 

improvement of rice production, in the improvement of poultry, livestock, and fishery. We had 

quite a lot but the most important one was the Taiwan Agriculture Research Institute which 

was mainly involved in the improvement of a lot of crops like rice, fruits, vegetables flowers, 

tea and there is also a large livestock institute, fishery, forestry and we also have quite a 

number of so-called experimental and extension institutes throughout the island. They were 

very important. JCRR was the policy-making body right? They provide the policy and they 

provide the money. The commission also worked closely with the development research 

institutions in providing new technologies, new farming skills for instance. This of course was 

very important. Technology was even more important than money provided by the 

government. I think there was a study published on the contribution of technology to 

agriculture and parts of the agriculture sector. 

 

There were also farmers’ associations which were initially created by Japan but during that 

time, farmers can take loans from FAs for their products. FAs were very important. Taiwan 

was under Japanese rule for exactly 50 years until they withdrew in 1945 after the war. A lot 

of institutions were initiated by the Japanese such as FAs. Also, a lot of infrastructures, a lot of 

irrigation systems, ponds, canals etc. We owe a lot to the Japanese. Especially in the south, 

you see a lot of the big dams as well. Water for irrigating their crops. We have to give them 

credit for that. And not just in agriculture but other areas as well. Road, railroads, highways 

etc. They did a lot here. Taiwan was given away by China when China was an empire. It was 

in 1985 when China lost the war to Japan. And Taiwan was given away so Taiwan became 

Japanese territory. It was only returned to China after the World War II. But when Taiwan was 

Japanese territory, you see they built a lot. I also have to mention the sugar cane refinery. 

Almost all of it were built by the Japanese. Even before JCRR.  

Were there evaluations done and after the evaluation were there adjustments on the 

program? 

Yes, the divisions in involved made evaluations of the projects. They look at the previous 

year’s results so they can make improvements and adjustments. Evaluations were done 

annually. 

What would be the examples of adjustments done after the evaluation? What was the 

basis for adjustment? 

Examples? I think for instance we had a department called economic planning and 

programming which mainly looks at the evaluations and adjustments done to previous years. 

This was the most important one but of course all other divisions were involved in evaluating 

the programs. For instance, crops and animal husbandry etc. They have to meet the 

expectations. They have to justify the new programs and new investments with their 

evaluation of past or completed projects. 

What would you think was the lasting impact of JCRR? What was its most valuable 

impact for the development of ROC? 
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Well, in my opinion, I think it’s the importance it attached to the development of new 

technologies. In order to promote new technology, JCRR had a program for selecting and 

sending your people to universities abroad mostly in the US. In those years, each year we send 

quite a number of people for programs, either short-term or long-term, even for PhD program. 

They are obligated to return and contribute to work in Taiwan. Later on, a lot of ministers or 

chairmen of the councils were people we sent abroad for further studies. Then they go back 

and contribute and move up to the ladder and become ministers. When they are sent abroad, 

they can only study specific programs approved by the commission. So these programs were 

useful for agriculture or fisheries, etc.  

 

T2, Interview  

I work for Agriculture Technology Research Institute. I am the Director of the Plant 

Technology Laboratories. I started working with ATRI last July 2015. Actually, I didn’t work 

for JCRR because JCRR terminated in 1979 because the United States cut their diplomatic ties 

with Taiwan to establish relationship with mainland China. In 1979, JCRR became the Council 

of Agricultural Development from 1979 to 1984 which then evolved to the Council of 

Agriculture up to the present. 

 

I spent 9 years with Taiwan Agriculture Research Institute (TARI). Before that, I worked for 

the Council of Agriculture for 19 years. You see, our change from JCRR to CAD to CA. 

What are the specific capacity-building initiatives that were taken by JCRR? 

You know JCRR is a kind of institute supported by the government of the US. Let me talk a 

bit of history. During the Qing dynasty, there was a very bad incident. The Qing dynasty killed 

a lot of people around 1900s which made a lot of countries angry: UK, France, Germany, 

Russia, Japan, US, Austria and Italy. They sent troops to attack the Qing dynasty. They 

overthrew the capital so the government of Qing dynasty opted to negotiate. And these 8 

countries get their compensation except for the US. The US, they don’t want to take their 

money back home so they used the funds in China. They wanted to help China which had very 

poor conditions then. They set up two commissions. One is the JCRR, the other is the 

economic development commission. JCRR, the main purpose of this commission is to 

reconstruct the rural area of China because the Americans saw how poor the people of China 

are. Because the penalty of the war is huge, they used this money to help China until 1949 

because of the communism, JCRR was transferred to Taipei. 

 

I was working in the Council of Agriculture from 1987 to 2006.  JCRR in Taiwan did a lot of 

contributions to the Taiwanese economy especially the technology development. Because they 

got the fund from the USAid/penalty from Qing dynasty. We had a lot of agriculture experts 

working for JCRR including animal husbandry and fishery experts that developed a lot of very 

good technology and supported further technology development. That I think is their major 

contribution. You see Taiwan has a very good agriculture technology and a lot of Taiwanese 

people contributed their knowledge. Because of that, we were able to develop a lot of different 

varieties of crops.  

 

They have a project-oriented system based on the experience and knowledge of the specialists 

involved. There were a lot of elite senior specialists in the commission. They have very good 
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vision for the future of technology development. Many successful project-oriented programs 

were launched. We are talking about a sub-tropical climate here. Usually, we are very proud 

that we have very good achievements on this.  

You mentioned that this project-oriented system was run by elite senior specialists. Is it 

part of the initiatives of JCRR to send people abroad to gain more knowledge and 

experience to bring back to Taiwan? 

Exactly! That’s very important for the training of the younger people. JCRR system is made in 

such a way that the older experts are leading the way and teaching the younger experts. In 

time, the younger specialist becomes more independent. Sending these experts to learn the 

technology of other countries. Although these countries have temperate weather, the experts 

learned what they needed to bring this kind of technology to a sub-tropical climate like 

Taiwan. Because sub-tropical quality crops is very different from the temperate ones.  

 

Taiwan wanted to grow apples, pears, peaches and plum. But 60 years ago, they wanted to 

accommodate a lot of veteran people because Chiang Kai Shek brought a lot of army to 

Taiwan and these soldiers are getting older and wanted to retire. So wanted to accommodate 

them. They go to very high mountains to grow apple, pear because of the low temperature. But 

it turned out very bad because the soil was very bad on the high mountain. But they cultivated 

it there. Therefore, some of the fruit experts at JCRR tried to breed fruits suitable for sub-

tropical climate. So now we have heat-tolerant peaches and heat-tolerant pears. Unfortunately, 

we don’t have heat-tolerant apples. It’s too difficult.  

 

For another example, we also have the pineapple processing industry. About 50 years ago, this 

processing industry, the production cost is higher due to high wages. Therefore, many of the 

pineapple processing factory they go out to Thailand, Philippines and China to set up their 

factories. Then they make a lot of canned pineapples exported to the whole world. Then also 

imported to Taiwan. Actually, that industry cannot survive here but we try to change our 

pineapple variety from processing to table use. So now locally, we almost don’t have canned 

apples but more of the table variety. Now since the canned industry cannot thrive in Taiwan, 

we developed another industry or style which is the pineapple cake. Our technology is very 

dynamic. That is still I think the biggest contribution of JCRR.  

 

Aside from technology, JCRR also handled a lot of administration especially when it evolved 

to CAD and CA. 

Would you say that even today, agriculture remains to be the biggest industry for 

Taiwan of has it changed? 

Now, agriculture is not the biggest industry in Taiwan anymore. We have the industrial 

development and we even have an ICT industry which contributes the most in the economy. 

Agriculture only contributes about 2% of the current GDP. Including processing and 

marketing it would be around 10% of the GDP. But agriculture still remains important. Most 

of the food we still import because we only have about 32% self-sufficiency on food. 68% fof 

our foods are imported. We do think that agriculture is very important, if not for the economy 

but for the ecology. 

What about the land reform? 
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I would say that JCRR wasn’t as involved in the land reform. Land reform is a government 

policy. They wanted to have the land reform because most of the land was owned by rich 

people. 

So can we say that the policy just complemented what JCRR was working on? 

Yes. That’s about it.  

Were the objectives or expected results achieved? 

Yes. I think so. JCRR got their expected results and more especially on the technology. From a 

very traditional way of farming to using more modern equipment and machineries. 

How important was the creation of JCRR in the development of Taiwan’s economy? 

It was very important because from 1949-1979, Taiwan’s GDP mainly relied on agriculture. 

During that time that industry helped a lot in achieving Taiwan’s economic development. 

After 1979, we had very good industrial development including the textile, mechanical, petro-

chemical and also the automobile. Industrial development contributed more in the recent years 

but we appreciate the foundation made by the efforts of JCRR during that time. I think JCRR 

helped to accelerate the economic development of Taiwan. 

 

T3, Interview 

How would you describe JCRR? 

JCRR is a historical event. After the World War II as you know in Europe, they had the so-

called master plan for the European reconstruction. In 1949, the Kuomintang government 

come to Taiwan. After that, at that time they said Chiang Kai Shek had the intention to recover 

mainland China. US remained an ally of Taiwan and economic assistance played a certain role 

to the development of Taiwan. Thanks to the American economic aid, Taiwan was able to start 

its national economic development. And then to concretize the cooperation or assistance on the 

agriculture sector, they created the JCRR. At that time, Taiwan was considered a province of 

China. JCRR was able to repair the irrigation system which was initially set up by the Japanese 

during the 50 years colonial period. They had to focus on the agriculture since majority of the 

people relied on agriculture as a main source of income. The natural situation should be good 

in order to develop it. It also looked at the condition of the farmers and what they needed. How 

are they going to deal with that? So this precondition led to the land reform policy. At that 

time, the vice president was assigned to handle land reform which ran for 10 years. The land 

reform functioned well with the help of JCRR. There were a lot of agriculture experts from the 

US and those from Taiwan even went on to become important politicians. They started to plan 

and check the general situation of Taiwan. The initial assessment was that we need to increase 

rice production. In 1949, when Chiang Kai Shek moved to Taiwan, there were already 6 

million people living here including 2% of indigenous people and he brought two million more 

military, public servants, intellectuals, bankers and cooks. JCRR supplied Taiwan with new 

ideas and new technologies to develop the agriculture. Though agriculture was already existing 

here since the Japanese already developed much of the irrigation system prior to JCRR. 

Although the Japanese plan was previously situated in southwest Taiwan, JCRR studied it and 

implemented it nationwide. This is to support the production of enough rice for the 8 million 

population. This financial and technological assistance helped in the self-sufficiency of 

Taiwan in terms of rice production. It assured our social stability. There are also other 

programs such as for poultry, fish, etc. That means the JCRR did not just function on the field 

but the most important is that JCRR created a lot of experts. They offered scholarships to send 
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them to the States to study, including some of our important public officials.  This 

development also enabled us to actively participate in international cooperation. 

 

In Taiwan, there is not only rice but also sugar. Technologically speaking, we have the best 

variety of sugar cane. We were able to preserve it. Sugar refinery has been an important source 

of income as well as foreign exchange since we export them.  We still maintain some sugar 

refineries today and our expertise remains. But of the human resources sector, we’ve always 

maintained these experts. We still have the Taiwan Sugar Research Center. Nowadays, Taiwan 

Sugar Company (TSC) diversified its activities which now include supermarkets supplying 

pork and vegetables to name a few. They even sell dumplings. They raise their own pigs. 

They’re one of the nine state-owned enterprises.  

 

I believe Taiwan can be like this because of its investment on education. In 1967, Chiang Kai 

Shek wanted to extend the compulsory education from six to nine years. Then at that time, the 

Minister of Finance, Taiwan invested NT$400 million on this. We had NT$140 million 

shortage from national treasury so we took a loan with the US in order to implement it. 

Talking about the living standards, we are ranked a 14th in the world. We also invest a lot on 

the R&D/Research and Development, about 3.01% of the GDP, to assure the competitiveness 

of Taiwan in the scientific sector. This also assured the success of the private sector on ICT. 

Interestingly, 78% of this R&D is now financed by the private sector. That is why we see 

famous ICT companies in Taiwan. So education is very important, investment from the 

international community and the capability of Taiwanese experts working together with the 

international community. This supports the national competitiveness of Taiwan. Taiwan 

population only represents 0.3% of the world population but we successfully get rid of poverty 

and contribute 1% to the world’s GDP. A small island contributing that much to the world. We 

are even able to increase life expectancy rate from 54 years old in 1954 to 80 years old today. 

It is not a miracle but is due to the national policy applied by the government as well as the 

international assistance, but more importantly the education. No education, no future. This 

education allow the competence and qualifications of Taiwanese experts to have the 

opportunity to receive the information locally and globally. This is why there is another sector 

was created in the development of Taiwan, the NGOs like World Vision. Not only do we have 

economic expertise, we know how to share the international responsibility. To see whether we 

can try our best to keep Taiwan clean, but to use the technology to deal with these waste 

products such as the PET bottles. And this is why in Taiwan, the civil society is proactive in 

national development including water conservation, environmental protection, education and 

integration of international marriage students. 

 

For me, JCRR paved the way for Taiwan to become more internationally integrated.  Taiwan 

is all the time trying to emphasize its international participation including in the INGOs as well 

as IGOs. Since 1972, we have been excluded by the UN system. So even today, our people are 

excluded in the INGOs activities. Till now, there is not yet a final negotiation between China 

and Taiwan. Since these INGOs still hasn’t received a signal from Beijing, they put Taiwan in 

so-called “small shoes”. People pay more attention to international issues so people expect the 

government to have talks with China to fix this.  
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Talking about education, is the government geared towards the people having degrees 

from abroad? Is there a policy requiring citizens to go back to Taiwan after they obtain 

their degree abroad? 

Nowadays, most of the young people study here because it is easier to obtain a degree 

compared to abroad. We have a lot of opportunities offered to the younger generation. But the 

government continues to encourage the young people to study abroad. It is important, it is even 

necessary to improve the situation of Taiwan and to attract more foreign students. Because on 

one hand, Taiwan is a very strategic location among the great China community. From 

Taiwan, you can better understand China even better than when you are in China. That’s 

because we are not just historically, linguistically, culturally more than 2 million elites study 

and live in mainland China and invested more than US$200 billion dollars.   

 

The requirement to go back and serve Taiwan after studying abroad happened in the 1970s and 

1980s because Taiwan was in a very difficult situation then. Politically speaking, there was 

still martial law. It was necessary to ensure that the development of Taiwan continues. People 

want to come back as well because they notice that the human rights are respected, social 

justice, economic situation, way of life, education, social development is intact. Not just so 

they can stay and invest in Taiwan but they bring the experience back and improve and 

introduce new technology of Taiwan which helped a lot in national development. So in this 

aspect, Taiwan is lucky with its people. For Taiwanese, we even encourage people to take 

advantage of exchange programs with foreign people to broaden their horizons and foster 

international cooperation. I also encourage foreign students to stay and work in Taiwan 

because different culture can certainly contribute to competitiveness not just in the cultural 

sector but also to build up their own capacity. You can be more competitive that way. Talking 

about international cooperation, you don’t just focus on R&D but also on the respect of 

intellectual property. 

What do you think is the most important contribution of JCRR in the development of 

Taiwan? 

As I mentioned, the human resources formation. This HRD is an investment that assured the 

success; they are the indispensable elements that contributed to the economic development of 

Taiwan. I would say no education, no future, and no development. And therefore on this 

point of view, not just the people but the relationship with the US became better. If you want 

to take advantage of progress, you must work hard and work on sustainable development. And 

this is fostered by interactions of the people which we developed. Taiwan for me is a country 

which won’t stop its progress. That’s why when we work with our international friends, it’s 

not just for the short-term but for the long-term. We can be qualified to partner with all 

countries. 

 

T4, Interview 

How were you related to the JCRR? 

I have been the Vice-Chairman in 1999 and later on the Chairman or Minister in 2000 of the 

Council of Agriculture. 

The evolution from JCRR to CAD to CA, did it continue the efforts of JCRR? 

Yes, it continued. Because after the World War II, the US offered economic assistance to 

China before the fall of the mainland on rural reconstruction or agricultural development. And 
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then in 1949, the central government transferred to Taiwan. This program still continued. 

JCRR is between ROC and US. In that period, Taiwan still hasn’t established the Council of 

Agriculture. The agriculture sector is under the Ministry of Economy. And there is a 

Department of Agriculture under the Ministry of Economy. Agricultural construction or 

development, JCRR played a very important role. Because after the fall of mainland China, my 

country still needed funds and US offered economic assistance and we used the fund focused 

on rural reconstruction and agricultural development. Land reform was started 1949 and 

completed in 1953. The land reform was divided into three stages. After the completion of the 

land reform, we had land consolidation including irrigation system, land passage and then the 

improvement of the fertility of the land and other supporting measures to strengthen the 

farmers’ organizations, research institutes, and extension programs including the education of 

farmers. Those were all supportive measures. 

So the education of farmers were done by JCRR? 

Not directly but just as a support.  

 

Anyway, after JCRR was dissolved, Taiwan’s constitution did not allow for the creation of 

Ministry of Agriculture so we only had the Council of Agricultural Development. JCRR 

played a very important role prior to the creation of CAD, not only in budget support but also 

in technology support. We have upgraded the agriculture, from traditional to modern 

agriculture. JCRR copied the US and Japan experience. We tried to introduce a new variety of 

fruit, vegetable and livestock including swine and pork. And Taiwan was developed to not 

only a modern economy but integrate industrialization compared to the neighboring countries. 

Not only individual farmers but commodities were industrialized and expand to processing as 

a way to augment the farmer’s income. The government also supported through market 

development system, prepare storage and integrate improvement from production to 

distribution. They helped in the participation in the international market. For the farmers’ 

association, the main activity is extension, marketing, insurance and rural financing system.  

 

The government had to make a decision which crops to phase out since we are not efficiently 

producing it. 

When you phased out some crops, which crops were you focusing on then? 

You have to realize, you have to focus on the competitiveness (competitive advantage). 

Something that the farmers can produce very well and has a lot of experience in terms of 

production. Secondly, these crops should focus on the international market. Thirdly, these 

crops should be used in processing. Finally, it is important that we are able to use technology. 

For example, the swine industry. After you slaughter, the skin can be processed as tonic food 

or to process as a mask. Today, we export that so that becomes a high value. So we eat the 

pork but we also need to make use of all parts of the product, even the pork waste. We can use 

the gas for the generation of electricity. Focus on the competitive advantage. Research on what 

your international market needs and wants. For example, the Japanese market, you should 

know what they expect, what are their regulations and specifications on what products they 

want to buy. And then based on those specifications, you try to modify the products you export 

based on this. For aquaculture, we focus on the mainland China market and also try to know 

what their specifications on the kind of fishes they want. It is important that you also use the 

proper shipping equipment, ensure its freshness. My colleagues have already acquired a lot of 

knowledge and experience on this.  
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Taiwan agriculture was able to vertically integrate the whole industry and horizontally 

coordinate with other sectors such as tourism. It has affiliated and coordinated with a lot of 

industries like tourism such as recreational farming. 

What do you think is the most important contribution of the JCRR to Taiwan’s 

development? 

JCRR introduced modern technology to be able to use in Taiwan’s development. They 

improved the existing structure such as land reform and supported the initiatives through 

research institutes, marketing and upgrading the quality and application of technology. 

 

As I mentioned to you, with the economic support, I mean with the the fund. We formed 

agriculture structure to support the farmers’ associations and to improve the product 

transportation, road development and consolidate irrigation system. That is the basic thing they 

did. And simultaneously improve our farming activity with the introduction of new crops and 

modern applications of technology including fertilizers and pesticides. Also, the improvement 

of farmers’ welfare by setting up training centers and improving telecommunications.  

You’ve mentioned about the trainings of farmers, how about the people working in 

JCRR? 

JCRR had different ways to educate the people. They sent promising experts to study abroad. 

And for farmers it was through the extension program. JCRR also supported the propagation 

of people’s 4H: Head, Hand, Heart and Health. 

 

T5, Interview 

What do you think was the biggest contribution of JCRR to Taiwan? 

To my interpretation, the JCRR contributed a big part to the development of the economy of 

Taiwan, especially in the sector of human resources development. So in terms of capacity 

building, it was the most important. That is because I have been a staff of JCRR for 8 years 

and also I choose the JCRR as my PhD dissertation. So I have been studying it for years and I 

myself understand JCRR and I have read a lot of documents and talked to a lot of senior 

officers so I know the history. Very important, I know the vision and strategy of JCRR. And I 

have been involved in this area for years until 2009. 

What years were you part of the JCRR? 

From 1973 to 1979. But the JCRR was created in China in 1948 before it moved to Taiwan the 

following year. The case of JCRR, under the assistance of USAid, it was considered as the 

most successful case compared to the other countries. 

How would you relate the JCRR to the so-called “Taiwan Miracle”? 

The contribution of JCRR, most of the time, is considered as the key factor of the success of 

Taiwan. Not only in agriculture but the evolution to secondary industries from a very 

traditional one.  

What were the specific capacity-building initiatives that were undertaken by JCRR? 

To me, I consider the main theme of JCRR’s operation is under three major pillars. The first 

pillar is the agriculture technical innovation. Number two is the system and organization 

building. The last one is human resource development. These three pillars play very important 

roles in JCRR. And then starting from these three, you can review the operation of each 

department in JCRR. In my case, I joined the JCRR as a junior specialist but I was assigned to 
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a senior specialist. His duty is to train and guide me to understand the culture of JCRR. That’s 

very important. We call it apprenticeship. As time goes, when I became the senior specialist 

then it is my turn to take care of the junior specialists. 

So you can say that part of it was knowledge transfer and sharing. 

Yes, as well as experience sharing. So from the capacity-building point of view, this is 

capacity development of my knowledge and capacity. This is one way to build capacity of 

people. The entire team of JCRR is called the critical mass, meaning everyone plays an 

important responsibilities in doing the projects of JCRR. They are responsible not only for 

themselves but also for the incoming team members. Based on my interviews on effective 

implementation of projects, JCRR had the highest effectiveness and efficiency with 52.8% 

compared to government agencies and USAid. In terms of elasticity for project execution, 

JCRR was most flexible with 59.1%. Effective use of foreign grant is in the sector of 

agriculture. It reached 2/3 of the total grant. For the human resource development, I have been 

very interested in this sector because until today, I believe it is the most important role in any 

organization.  I was under the grant of JCRR from 1976-1978 to study abroad. This is another 

one of JCRR’s initiative to help build our capacity. Part of the grant received fund specific 

people to study abroad. It is called the TA or technical assistance and I was one of those 

chosen to study in the United States for my dissertation. I took my PhD classes in Kansas State 

University. I saw a lot of things that I don’t normally see in Taiwan and it has broadened my 

view and also my knowledge. I learned a lot of things. When I got back, I became involved in 

a lot of things in agriculture. First was on the animal husbandry division and eventually 

transferred to the marketing division.  

 

Speaking about my work in JCRR, I have been involved in projects such as building the new 

operation model of swine production in Taiwan. Swine industry in Taiwan goes was back in 

1950. Before 1950, it wasn’t an industry but was only done in the backyard. Every family used 

to raise swine at the back of their home which was then sold to fund the children’s education 

or when a daughter or son needs to be married off. JCRR knows the need of the families so we 

initiated the project. We wanted to improve the efficiency of swine production to help families 

earn more at a shorter period of time. We teach farmers to feed the pig by using the dry feed or 

the mixed feed composed of corn and other dry mattes. During this, I also learned a lot from 

this experience and the work philosophy. We come in contact with the poor people especially 

those in the coastal area. We share the joys of their success as well. When I finished the job, I 

transferred to marketing. So from production to marketing. It was a very exciting job too. So 

then, the farmers are always at the mercy of the brokers when selling their pigs. The brokers 

decide the price and the farmers only follow. They do not have bargaining power. So we 

initiated another project to improve the marketing efficiency. This means we will try very hard 

to improve the bargaining power of those farmers. We helped them to organize since they used 

to deal with brokers individually. But if they are part of the farmers’ association, their 

bargaining power would be better. Aside from that, we also helped improve their facilities, 

help to train the staff of the FAs to know more about marketing and other administrative work 

and we also helped the farmers buy new trucks. So under this new system, we were able to 

help them increase the price of their products. Finally, we helped build an auction market for 

the pig. We also helped the markets have electrical auction device to facilitate faster auctions. 

It became a fairer trade between buyer and seller. So you see from production to marketing to 

fair trade, JCRR played a very important role. I also got involved in the export of pork. Before 
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1977, Taiwan was the biggest export country in Japanese pork market. We helped the business 

to build the channels to export our pork to Japan. But after 1977, with the foot-and-mouth 

disease (FMD) the business was dissolved. We were so sad that we lost that market. During 

my work in JCRR, I also know the importance of education of farmers. In the earlier days, we 

used individual contact in educating the farmers. So education means change. Not only change 

but capacity-building of the farmers. They played a very important role in te agricultural 

development of Taiwan so their education is a very important role. We are very lucky that the 

literacy rat of farmers in Taiwan is very high. During the 1950s, it reached about 95% which 

means the farmers can read, write and accept the new knowledge. Under the Japanese rule, 

they gave our people good education. So it became easier for us because the farmers are able 

to understand as well. Even when we transitioned to our own government, Taiwan still 

recognized the importance of education to its people. Because they built the system and 

organization, JCRR built the agricultural extension system which is very important. Every 

township has one FA. For every FA, we had the agricultural improvement station. Altogether, 

there were 6 or 7. This structure can be traced to the Japanese time. So together with the 

improvement station and FA and also the universities, they combined together to implement 

the agricultural extension work to the farmers.  

How were the capacity-building initiatives prioritized? 

We look at all the elements within one sector and try to identify the most important element. 

We further dissect each element and identify sub-elements within that element. That is how we 

deduce which area we should focus on first after we have dissected all elements. We call it 

linked study. That is how we determine which policy should be focused on first. Speaking of 

the human resource development, this kind of system can also be applied. You list down all of 

the factor that affect education and chose which one is the most important. Always narrow 

down the key factors. 

How often do you engage in this kind of evaluation? 

Every year. And we also have a 4-year midterm plan.  

Based on this review, what examples of adjustments did you do? 

Macro environment is changing every year. So when we receive an order from the 

government, JCRR reviews the macro environment for development. For instance, for the 

swine production, the most important factor is the health of the animal. What I previously 

mentioned on the outbreak of FMD, the policy has to change from production to elimination or 

extinction of the disease. And also the same situation, because of the demand of the consumers 

change, you also have to change your policy to meet the needs of the consumer. In the 

beginning, JCRR focused its funding on the production of rice. But when the demand for 

animals rose, the focus also changed from rice production to swine production. And then from 

the animal, because of the need of the consumers change, then you have to adjust it to fish and 

seafood. That is the macro environment that we need to look into. 

How is the relationship of JCRR to the Taiwan government? Meaning, is the JCRR 

accountable to the government or is it the other way around? 

At the earlier stage of economic development, what we needed is the budget. So most of the 

money, especially foreign exchange, we are lacking. We used to export rice to earn foreign 

exchange and in turn buy light machineries. We were already looking at how to evolve from a 

traditional to an industrial one. Anyway, the USAid was instrumental to speed up the 

development of Taiwan. So JCRR was where our budget came from and so it was independent 

from the government. But at the same time, it closely works with the government on the 
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national agriculture policy. So these two always work hand-in-hand and cooperate together. 

Otherwise, it will not be as successful. Still JCRR experienced a more independent existence. 

In terms of the formulation of the land reform policy, did the government pursue it 

because JCRR existed or was it JCRR who pushed the government to go with the land 

reform? What is the direction of influence? 

One way or the other. Because that time, JCRR knows land reform is important in Taiwan 

especially to initiate the farmers’ production. At that time, more than 50% were controlled by 

landlords and JCRR knows this is not ideal in order to boost the production of rice. At the 

same time the government really wanted a land reform and JCRR had no other choice but to 

follow. Because this policy is not only good to the national interest but it also meets JCRR’s 

philosophy. 

In terms of crop diversification, was it demanded by the farmers or was it JCRR’s own 

initiative? 

The main staple food is always rice. Diversification is not as important but more in the animal 

production. But it is a way to use the land in between planting rice. 

What do you think is the lasting impact of JCRR to Taiwan? 

I think it’s important because under the USAid, they did not only help in the development of 

agriculture but of the Taiwanese society in general. You can find those politicians who worked 

for JCRR too. These people imbibed the vision of the JCRR and they were able to continue it 

while they were in office and further helped the development of Taiwan. I have so many 

colleagues as well, even after they transferred to other ministries and offices, they were able to 

contribute more because of their learnings in JCRR. For me, I initiated the ratio-farming. I was 

the first one to initiate that policy and now China is trying to get me to share this. JCRR gave 

me a good way of doing things and the freedom of thinking. Innovation is very important. 

 

 


